With the escalating demand for high speed, high reliability, low latency, low cost and ubiquitous connectivity, the telecommunications industry is entering a new era where the ultimate optimality of the current wireline-wireless access network has to be achieved. Regarding the current wireline network paradigm, dominated by the copper-based digital subscriber lines (DSL) technology, multi-Gigabit data rate is the ambitious design objective at the customer end for the forthcoming ITU-T G.mgfast standard. In order to prepare for the new challenges in the era of total network convergence, both the wireline and the wireless community must be able to think beyond their respective conventions and learn from each other if necessary. Overall, the current DSL-based wireline network architecture is prone to the mutual interference resulting in far-end crosstalk (FEXT). The newly expanded 424/848 MHz spectrum of the ambitious G.mgfast project introduces far higher FEXT than that over the current 212/30 MHz G.fast/VDSL2 band. Additionally, the coexistence of multiple standards will also cause 'alien' FEXT. In these cases, using the plain zero forcing precoding (ZFP) will no longer attain a sufficiently high performance. However, as shown in the field of wireless communications, using lattice reduction as a signal space remapping technique significantly improves the performance of traditional multi-user detectors (MUD) and of the respective multi-user precoders (MUP). These promising techniques have largely remained unexploited in commercial wireless communications, due to their complexity in the face of the rapidly fluctuating wireless channels. In this survey, we present an overview of the state-of-the-art in wireline access network and an outlook for recent technological advances in the holistic 'wireline + wireless' access network in the context of network convergence, focusing on the dominant challenge of FEXT mitigation in future DSL networks. Against this background, we investigate both the family of linear precoding and of the Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) schemes conceived for classic DSL. Furthermore, we present a tutorial on the family of lattice reduction aided MUPs, as well as quantifying their expected performances in realistic DSL scenarios. As a by-product, we also demonstrate the duality between MUP and MUD, in the hope that the fifty years' history of MUD could be used to accelerate the development of efficient near-optimal MUPs for future DSL. Under the recommended operating conditions of the 212 MHz profile of G.fast, our benchmark comparisons indicate that the lattice reduction aided techniques are very powerful compared to conventional schemes. In particular, their good performances do not rely on optimized spectrum balancing, and they are also shown to be relatively robust against channel state information (CSI) estimation error, under the assumption of perfectly time-invariant DSL channels.
With the arrival of the next generation cellular wireless standard and the emerging of the Internet of Things, the evolution of the communications network has reached a critical point, where the requirement for high speed, high reliability, low latency, low cost and ubiquitous connectivity requires seamless universal convergence of the currently fragmented network infrastructure. The universal convergence entails a multi-dimensional [1] overhaul, spanning the entire existing communications ecosystem that aims for bridging the fragmented sections of conventional networks, such as copper and fibre in fixed wireline broadband [2] , as well as the cloud and the edge in wireless cellular broadband [3] . Furthermore, the convergence is expected to ultimately lead to a seamless end-to-end system from wireline to wireless [4] [5] [6] [7] . On the other hand, converging the network infrastructure demands a corresponding convergence in the solution domain as well. Based on information theory, a seamless integration of information technology (IT) and communication technology (CT) is anticipated to be a future-proof solution for the telecommunications community [8] . The convergence of IT-CT may be facilitated by machine learning techniques [9] [10] [11] and software defined networking (SDN) [12] [13] [14] [15] for an intelligent and flexible next-generation network architecture. The universal convergence of communication networks means that the performance bottleneck between each network-segment has to be eliminated for approaching the holistically optimal network performance. These requirements impose challenges on the future generations of both the wireline and the wireless broadband networks. In particular, the wireline network is typically tasked with highrate ultra-reliable communication that covers significantly longer range than a wireless cellular network. The investigations conducted in [2] , [16] have explicitly demonstrated that the next generation wireline access network, providing distributed gateways and backhaul for mobile devices will be responsible for the majority of future access network traffic. Therefore, optimizing the performance of the next generation wireline network is extremely important both for wired broadband access itself, and also for other indoor wireless networks such as Wi-Fi and visible light communication systems.
B. OVERVIEW OF THE WIRELINE BROADBAND
The family of wireline access network implementations based on the digital subscriber lines (DSL) technology has been dominating the global fixed broadband market [22] since the début of the original integrated service digital network (ISDN) in the 1980s. As a flexible technology, DSL is constantly evolving to meet the escalating demand for highspeed ultra-reliable communications. Initially deployed over the established plain old telephone service (POTS) network to exploit vacant baseband spectrum for Internet services, the wireline broadband network has developed through multiple generations distinguished by their performance metrics and architecture. According to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), there are four main DSL generations ( Fig. 1 ) which we can classify into two eras:
1) LEGACY DSL ERA
Prior to the introduction of the optical network unit (ONU), the first two universally defined generations of the DSL standards, HDSL (ITU-T G.991.x series) and ADSL (ITU-T G.992.x series), entirely relied on copper-based local telephony loops from the central office (CO) all the way to the end users' customer premise equipment (CPE). Compatibility with the POTS was not achieved until the standardization of discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation in the ADSL series. DMT initialized the trend of spectrum expansion for all future DSL generations in order to attain ever-increasing data rates. However, due to the high propagation loss of the local loops, the legacy DSL architecture can only support a total data rate of 25 Mbps, covering a maximum radius of 1.5 km from the CO [23] , which is considerably lower than the average requirement of 50-70 Mbps for typical ultra-highdefinition TV streaming (using ITU-T H.265 encoding [24] ). As a result, the legacy DSL technologies experienced a considerable decline in their global market share, except for Africa [22] .
2) FIBRE TO THE X (FTTx) ERA
The development of optical fibre technology has revolutionized the conventional wireline access networks. Utilization of the intermediate data relay sites known as the ONUs, which connect to the CO via fibre, significantly boosts both the data rate and reach of wireline broadband beyond the limit of the legacy DSL. The current wireline broadband ecosystem can generally be depicted as a coexistence of multiple fibrecopper hybrid deployments known as fibre-to-the-X (FTTx) (Fig. 2) .
In general, due to the superior reliability of optical fibre over conventional copper loops for long-distance communications, the ONU is gradually moving closer to the CPEs, resulting in a shift from the fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTC) based VDSL (ITU-T G.993.x series) to the fibre-to-the-distributionpoint (FTTdp) based G.fast (mainly ITU-T G.9701 [25] ). In VDSL2, a total data rate of up to 200 Mbps with 2.5 km coverage has been achieved, whereas G.fast supports a total data rate of up to 2 Gbps for 100m loops and 200 Mbps for a maximum of 500m coverage.
In preparation for the multi-Gigabit requirement of the next generation access network, the general performance of wireline access networks should be fibre-like, which has led to massive fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) roll-out in developing countries such as China [22] . However, as investigated in [26] , FTTH incurs considerably more capital expenditure (CAPEX) than the 'FTTdp + G.fast' hybrid model, even though the latter also requires an extensive deployment of distribution points (DP) due to the reduced coverage of G.fast. The rate versus cost trade-off depicted in Fig. 2 characterizes the average case over different geotypes [26] , 
C. OUTLINE
In this survey, we aim to provide an overview of candidate solutions for the future physical layer architecture of the next generation DSL, i.e. G.mgfast, and beyond. Additionally, it is widely recognized that the performance of the current G.fast broadband network is predominantly impaired by crosstalk, which is going to affect G.mgfast even worse due to the channel's frequency response characteristics. In this regard, we will also offer a survey of the state-of-the-art algorithms with respect to the mandatory downstream vectoring in legacy and current DSL standards.
In the spirit of encouraging further research into combating the hostile crosstalk-infested channel environment and therefore providing high performance Internet services in the converged access network era, we firstly review the multiuser precoding (MUP) vs. the multi-user detection (MUD) duality, in the hope that the fifty years' worth of literature of multi-user detection [32] will accelerate the development of powerful and efficient vectoring techniques. Secondly, following the unique stability characteristics of the DSL channels, we offer a tutorial on the family of powerful lattice reduction aided precoding techniques (in wireless systems), which specifically exploit the quasi-static nature of the channels. Finally, we present a survey of dynamic spectrum balancing (DSB), which is an important historical approach to crosstalk mitigation. Moreover, we conclude this survey by providing comparative simulation results for the most relevant benchmark algorithms, in addition to the practical lessons we learned about crosstalk mitigation in DSL systems. The outline of this survey is as follows. Due to the particular nature of this treatise, we summarise our tutorial contributions to the DSL literature in Tab. 1. On the other hand, our contributions to the lattice-based communications literature, as well as to the practical application of LR in wireline networks are respectively presented in Tab. 2 and as follow:
• A novel duality between MUP and MUD techniques from a lattice theoretical perspective is conceived for evaluating the performance of emerging MUP techniques based on the rich literature of MUD;
• With the aid of our novel duality principle, the potential of the family of LRMUPs in future commercial DSL networks is characterized in terms of their performances and practical constraints;
II. THE NEW DSL A. CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
Despite the fact that copper-based communication systems have had a long history within the telecommunications industry thanks to the popularization of POTS and DSL, the understanding of the twisted-wire channel is still limited. Due to the renewed interest in boosting the performance of DSL, alternative signal propagation modes over twisted copper are being investigated by both the research community [29] , [43] [44] [45] and the standardization body [46] , such as the phantom mode and the waveguide mode. Although the quasi-static nature of a DSL channel is widely assumed in the wireline communications literature, the modelling of its transfer characteristics is far from trivial, especially with the discovery of new operational modes. This section is dedicated to a comparative overview of the transfer characteristics of the copper channel for cutting-edge DSL.
1) DIRECT CHANNEL
The premise of conventional twisted-copper communication methods is the two-port network model relying on the classic transmission line theory. In the simplest case, a pair of twisted copper wires, i.e. a copper pair, carrying differential voltages constitutes a direct channel. 1 Given the length of the copper pair d, as well as the propagation constant γ (f ) of the two-port network as a function of the differential voltage's frequency f , then the transfer function H (f ; d) of this singlepair channel can be formulated as:
if the pair is perfectly terminated. In general, H (f ; d) is a gradually decaying function of both f and d. 2 Many existing DSL channel models proposed for the VDSL/VDSL2 band are inapplicable both to G.fast and to the next generation G.mgfast band [47] , mainly because they do not consider the substantial change of the twisted pair's self-coupling characteristics at high frequencies, where the signal wavelength and the copper pair's twist length become comparable. In practice, these (average-case) channel models are not suitable candidates for the network operator. Because they do not exactly match the actual channel transfer function of particular copper pairs, they cannot be used to assess the critical worst-case performance and they cannot be mitigated by time-diversity. 3 For this reason, channel measurements are also extensively used by the DSL research community in order to acquire realistic performance estimates. 
2) CROSSTALK CHANNEL
In areas that are close to the DP, the copper pairs connecting CPEs from different houses are bundled together as a large multi-pair DSL binder. However, because the POTS network was originally designed for carrying 3.4 kHz voice signals, the high-frequency signals of DSL may cause considerable electromagnetic leakage and unintended coupling between different pairs within a DSL binder. Due to the binder sheath which reduces the alien interferences from outside sources, the unintended coupling inside a binder becomes the dominant source of multi-user interference and constitutes the crosstalk channel. In particular, the forward interference travelling in the same direction as the direct channel signal is termed the far-end crosstalk (FEXT), whereas the returning interference travelling in the opposite direction of the direct channel signal is termed the near-end crosstalk (NEXT) ( Fig. 3 ). We note that there are in fact many other external sources of interference in multi-pair DSL, most of which are however neither measurable nor static. Therefore, they do not constitute interfering channels and are more widely classified as noise, with the rare exception of alien crosstalk both from other DSL binders [48] [49] [50] and from the co-existing power line communication systems [51] , [52] . The mathematical modelling of crosstalk channels is considerably different from that of direct channels. In general, the coupling characteristics between adjacent copper pairs is not universally deterministic, subject to the exact geometry of the DSL binder's interior, as well as to the dielectric behaviour of the binder's sheath. Hence, the frequency response of crosstalk channels is commonly modelled by stochastic functions [53] , [54] , which can then be used to generate a particular crosstalk channel realization. Regardless, general practical bounds were established using the '1% worst-case' power spectral density (PSD) model for FEXT and NEXT, 4 formulated respectively as [55] : 
where it is shown that the PSD of crosstalk channels increases with the number of encapsulated copper pairs K . For FEXT, the interfering signal must travel the full length of the DSL binder, whereas NEXT is a form of returning interference, as seen in Fig. 3 . In general, the gain of the NEXT channel diminishes with the distance from the transmitter. Eq. (3) represents the integral of this diminishing returning interference over the full length d of the DSL binder, and thus the effect of d is eliminated in the model. On the other hand, the channel gain of FEXT over the direct channel |H F (f ; d)| 2 /|H (f ; d)| 2 , known as the equal level FEXT [56] , is shown to increase with the frequency in Eq. (2), implying the deterioration of multi-user interference at high frequencies ( Fig. 4 ). We refer the readers to further references for more in-depth modelling of crosstalk channels [56] [57] [58] . The excessive level of FEXT at high frequencies has led to some of the most pronounced research challenges in the wireline communications community.
3) PHANTOM CHANNEL
The phantom and common mode signalling [44] , [59] , [60] , which have not been considered by the standardization bodies until recently [46] , relies on the well-established multi-pair bonding technology [61] [62] [63] . Akin to the multi-antenna transceivers of wireless communications, corporate buildings may have access to a whole binder of copper pairs for a set of coordinated CPEs or a single large CPE such as a server. It is plausible that multi-pair bonding can be used to glean multiplexing gain from the additional spatial dimensions. Hence, the main benefit of multi-pair bonding is that of obtaining additional channels beyond the direct channels and the crosstalk channels. For a binder of K copper pairs, there are in theory K common-mode direct channels in addition to the K differential-mode direct channels, if each of the 2K wires is virtually paired with a different wire from another adjacent copper pair [43] . However, the proposed common mode operation [43] requires heavy modifications to the DSL binders, which makes it impractical. Instead, a better approach to exploiting the 'hidden' circuits of a multi-pair binder is the proverbial 'phantom-mode' transmission.
For a two-pair binder, there exists a third, 'phantom' channel which consists of the two existing copper pairs as its 'wires'. The phantom-mode signal equals to the voltage difference between the means of the two differential voltages carried by the two physical copper pairs [44] . For a K -pair binder, we can utilize up to K − 1 phantom channels by pairing the physical channels. Therefore, phantom channels can be modelled as conventional transmission lines similar to the physical direct channels, and the multi-pair bonding technology may also benefit the hybrid group of channels for gleaning more multiplexing gain [64] . On the other hand, phantom channels are orthogonal to the physical channels and therefore the phantom mode does not interfere with the usual differential mode. The channel used by phantom mode is depicted in Fig. 3 .
4) SURFACE PLASMON POLARITON CHANNEL
The state-of-the-art DSL technologies relying on channel models of the previous types have limited performance even under the G.mgfast specification, compared to the achievable rates of FTTH systems, as seen in Fig. 2 . In essence, the superiority of optical fibre comes from its role as a waveguide rather than a conventional transmission line in terms of the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Fortunately, it was recently shown that metal wires may be used for signalling in the surface plasmon polariton mode at the Terahertz (THz) frequency band [65] , [66] . The pioneer study of Cioffi et al. in [29] has attempted to utilize this particular waveguide-like signalling mode within the multitude of existing copper wires in DSL binders in order to realize the ultra fast TDSL and therefore align the copper access network performance with that of the fibre access networks.
Due to the complete change of signal propagation mode, the transfer characteristics associated with this waveguide channel are dramatically different from that associated with the transmission line channel, even though their transfer functions may depend on the same set of variables (1) [29] . In the THz band, the wavelength of electromagnetic waves falls in the millimetre range, which is comparable to the radii of the existing copper pairs. Therefore, THz signals can travel along the surfaces of copper wires as well as in the surrounding free space. For free space electromagnetic waves guided by the copper wires in DSL binders, the other wires of the binder, as well as the metallic sheath if there is one, can be used as reflectors. These natural reflectors can prevent surface waves from leaking when the designated waveguide bends, and hence the total internal reflection effect of optical fibres may theoretically be recreated in TDSL. The physical modelling of these effects are more thoroughly investigated in [67] [68] [69] .
In general, the new operational modes of DSL are not sufficiently investigated at the moment. The significant potential predicted for the somewhat distant future is far from its theoretical completeness and industrial fruition. We will not consider these new types of channels in further details for the remainder of this survey due to its scope. However, the importance of these new modes will gradually become explicit when the system models become mature.
B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The overall hostile environment of DSL access networks is the combined result of severe frequency-selectivity, intensive self-crosstalk and coloured noise. Additionally, because of the limited computation power of signal processors in the past, the suboptimal performances of legacy and current DSL standards are also largely due to inefficient exploitation of the available spectrum. The ITU-T G series established a family of supplementary technologies that are designed for improving the bandwidth efficiency and quality of service (QoS) of DSL systems, which is highlighted in Fig. 5 . In this section, we will present an overview of the state-of-the-art as well as common key technologies under consideration for both the next generation wireless and future wireline access network architecture ( Fig. 6 ). From an industrial and a commercial perspective, the expected technological advances in the forthcoming generation of wireline access networks are investigated in further details in [20] , [21] .
1) MODULATION
From the ADSL era onwards, DSL broadband access became compatible with the POTS. The enabling technology accounting for this feature is the DMT modulation scheme [55] , whose passband variant is more commonly known as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) in wireless and optical communications community. Additionally, the severe frequency-selectivity of DSL ((1)(2)(3) and Fig. 4 ), which would otherwise cause strong inter-symbol interference (ISI), can be conveniently removed by DMT, resulting in a multitude of frequency bins having small bandwidth and negligible frequency-selectivity, which are known as the tones. Each tone carries a trellis-coded subsymbol from a designated constellation. In G.fast, the constellation is associated with a given order of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Since DMT operates in the baseband, the absence of carrier-related problems such as frequency and phase offset allows a choice of up to 2 15 -QAM [70] .
In the physical layer architecture characterized by Fig. 7 , the downstream transmission of a typical K -pair T -tone G.fast system is shown, assuming that each CPE is connected to the DP via a single twisted pair. The end-to-end system operates in frequency domain, whilst the transmission segment between the front ends of the DP and the CPEs is in time domain. The role of the MUP and the frequency-domain equalizers (FDE) will be discussed in the following sections (bottom of Fig. 7 ). In order to guarantee tone orthogonality and therefore avoiding inter-carrier interference (ICI), each time-domain subsymbol, obtained via the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the frequency-domain subsymbols, must be transmitted with a sufficiently long cyclic prefix (CP) attached [71] . Upon reception of the time-domain DMT symbol, the CP is removed before the remainder of the DMT symbol is transformed back into frequency domain by DFT. In principle, the duration of CP should be at least identical to the DSL channel's delay spread, which is true in G.fast. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the top system of Fig. 7 consists of T independent layers of frequency-domain systems having K users each.
Due to the uncertainty of the channel characteristics at very high frequencies far above the current 212 MHz G.fast ceiling, e.g. for 424 or 848 MHz G.mgfast profiles, as well as to the strict power constraints over these bands, 5 the enormous peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) of conventional DMT with long CP overhead might not be tolerable for future performance requirements. For the sake of good power efficiency, the generalized frequency-division multiplexing (GFDM) technique [73] may be used as an alternative, due to its reduced CP usage and lower implementation complexity compared to OFDM/DMT yet using a similar structure (as showcased in [74] ). Furthermore, zero ICI is still achievable in GFDM if Dirichlet filters are used [75] . Nonetheless, the assumption that each frequency-domain channel is orthogonal holds valid.
2) VECTORING CONTROL
Besides frequency selectivity, which is mitigated by DMT modulation, another implication of Fig. 4 is the fast decrease of the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR), which has already caused interference problems in the wideband DSL deployment of VDSL2 and in particular G.fast. Since the modems at the ONU (cabinet or DP) are co-located, and usually coordinated by the same Internet service provider (ISP), they may invoke FEXT removal mechanism referred to as vectoring (or vectored transmission) [76] , subject to the availability of channel state information (CSI). Due to the orthogonality of DMT modulated subsymbols, the system diagram at the top of Fig. 7 may be decoupled into T instances of K -user subsystems, which we formulate as:
where the K × 1 vectors y y y t , x x x t and n n n t represent the received symbol vector, transmitted symbol vector and the noise vector of tone t. If n n n t is 'white', it has the same PSD across all frequency tones. However, in practice there might be other sources of noise which are not white. The K × K multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) transfer matrix H H H t is the frequency domain multi-user DSL channel of the tth tone.
In DSL, the diagonal entry h t k,k in H H H t is the direct channel gain associated with pair k, whilst the off-diagonal elements h t k,l for k = l represent the FEXT channels contaminating pair k. With the emerging of G.mgfast, the DSL network becomes more vulnerable to alien FEXT due to the coexistence of multiple standards, as well as to the typical local loop unbundling (LLU) problem investigated in [77] . The general definition of a vectored transmission group does not deal with alien FEXT. However, the power of SDN/NFV has the promise of flexible traffic management and signal coordination between multiple ISPs [14] , [78] in the future, so that vectoring may be expanded to remove 'alien' FEXT (which will then become domestic).
Without loss of generality, we will consider a frequencydomain subsystem whose tone index is neglected (bottom of Fig. 7 ). For the vectored downstream single-tone system, FEXT is pre-cancelled by the MUP, while in the upstream counterpart the FEXT channel is equalized by the MUD, i.e. a FEXT canceller. In both cases, the ability to remove FEXT relies on the CSI knowledge. In G.fast, the vectoring control entity (VCE in Fig. 7) is responsible for obtaining the prerequisite CSI knowledge mainly for the MUP, whereas MUD configuration is vendor discretionary.
Under the specifications of [25] , the operations of downstream vectoring are divided into the initialization stage for CSI acquisition and the main operational stage. The initialization stage invokes a training-aided channel estimation technique using the vectoring feedback loop of Fig. 7 . The full loop consists of the following blocks for the singletone example:
1 The training symbol vector d d d = [d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d K ] T is fed into the uninitialized precoder. The identity information of d d d is transmitted as part of the training sequence (termed as the probe sequence in [25] ), therefore the training symbol vector is virtually known to the CPEs. 3 The symbol vector y y y received at the decentralized CPEs (right side of Fig. 7) is contaminated by the frequencydomain channel H H H and thus y y y contains information about the CSI. From each customer's perspective, each received element y k in (4) can be rewritten as:
Each received symbol contains information both about the channel of the direct link (the first term of (5)), as well as about all FEXT channels coupled to the said link (the second term of (5)). 4 In order to identify the influence of the channel on the training symbol vector, the error between the equalized symbol vector z z z and the training symbol vector d d d is recorded as the normalized error sample vector e e e = z z z −d d d. For QAM based systems, (e e e) and (e e e) are stored as separate quantities. Since the uninitialized single user equalizer w k is not invoked, the equalized symbol vector z z z is identical to y y y. 5 Due to the limited bandwidth of the feedback channel, e e e must be quantized using the quantization format defined in [25] :
where N max and B max represent the number of bits that control the quantisation step size and the maximum quantisation range of the clippers, respectively. The clipped error sample vectoris reported back to the VCE on the ONU side (left side of Fig. 7 channel coefficients exists, if there are less than K 2 linearly independent equations (in the format of (5)). The above vectoring feedback scheme is overall sub-optimal in terms of achieving the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) [79] , [80] , as a result of the loss from quantization (6) and the feedback channel 5 . Firstly, the training process may also be triggered at the request of the VCE afterwards in order to update the CSI estimateĤ H H and subsequently the precoder. Therefore, the quasi-static nature of the channel matrix H H H may be tackled by regularly updated channel estimation [81] , [82] . Secondly, since G.fast currently uses time-division duplexing (TDD) to separate upstream and downstream transmissions, the VCE may exploit the channel's reciprocity [83] to acquire the downstream CSI based on the upstream CSI estimate, the latter of which trivially approaches the CRB [84] . We should note that the in-band full duplexing operation to be introduced in G.mgfast also benefits from this reciprocity.
3) DUPLEXING
In order to boost the bandwidth efficiency of DSL links beyond the Shannon limit of a single channel use, recent proposals [2] , [85] have suggested simultaneous upstream and downstream transmissions over the same bandwidth, i.e. full duplexing (FD), for the forthcoming G.mgfast. Furthermore, FD is also a strong candidate which has been widely studied in the wireless context [86] [87] [88] . By definition, FD allows doubled channel use within a single DMT symbol duration. However, the capacity gain due to FD is typically less than 100% [89] , [90] as a consequence of the resultant strong self-interference, which consists of signal reflection (due to imperfect receiver side impedance matching, sometimes known as the echo), as well as of NEXT in DSL systems. In particular, FD achieves 100% efficiency in both frequency and time domain at the expense of losing orthogonality between the upstream and the downstream data transmissions, resembling a typical non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scenario.
Echo cancellation (EC) [91] and NEXT cancellation [92] are critical techniques for guaranteeing the performance of multi-pair FD DSL systems. Akin to FEXT cancellation, NEXT cancellation is only possible at the DP side, or for either a subgroup of coordinated CPEs or a single CPE connected to multiple twisted pairs (the upstream dual of Fig. 3 ). On the other hand, since EC is only associated with a single line, it does not require coordinated transmission with other transceivers. However, when the CPEs are not co-located, the CPE side NEXT is shown to be consistently lower than the DP side NEXT [2] . In general, EC/NEXT cancellation can be done in both the time and the frequency domain. The FD operation of a single G.mgfast transceiver unit (CPE or one modem in DP) is depicted in Fig. 8 . Overall, cancelling the self-interference in frequency domain is simpler to implement, but the signal reception and transmission must be properly aligned in time. On the other hand, self-interference cancellation in the time domain does not require synchronized signalling, but the complexity of the time domain approach is higher. Additionally, self-interference cancellation may also be implemented in time domain at the analogue front end, if the analogue-to-digital converter becomes saturated in the face of strong self-interference. The reader is redirected to [2] for more details on the multi-pair FD design as well as for the performance study of G.mgfast, where a throughput increase of nearly 100% is observed for FD compared to TDD using the same bandwidth. In the case of coexisting G.fast/mgfast deployment, it has also been shown in [93] that a throughput increase of more than 50% is achievable.
4) ERROR CONTROL
Besides alien FEXT, Impulsive noise (IN) constitutes another category of impairments, whose non-stationary nature cannot be accurately captured by the relatively static CSI. Furthermore, the measurable additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) floor is typically at −150 dBm/Hz in DSL systems, which is considerably higher than the −174 dBm/Hz AWGN floor characterized for common cellular wireless systems. In general, the noise sources cannot be mitigated by vectoring techniques. Hence, impulsive noise protection is implemented by means of forward error correction coding and retransmission, in addition to adding noise margin in the transceiver design [94] . The bursty nature of IN and its influence on the performance of DSL systems is characterized in [95] . On the other hand, alien impairment in DSL systems such as the radio frequency interference (RFI) caused by other wireless systems in close proximity must be handled by error correction coding as well [96] . Aerial sections of a DSL network, such as drop wires, are susceptible to RF interference, acting just like antennas. Unlike vectoring, error correction coding generally follows the same rules for both upstream and downstream transmissions. The error correction paradigm for the next generation G.mgfast systems consists of the following strategies:
• Channel Coding: The performance of the standardized channel coding approach, relying on Reed-Solomon (RS) coding aided trellis coded modulation, is unable to satisfy the increasing demand for high QoS. Therefore, capacity-approaching coding scheme such as low density parity check (LDPC) codes are employed as the successor. Additionally, for IN protection, interleaving will remain an effective approach due to its inherent capability of dispensing bursty errors. Even though interleaving is typically applied in the frequency domain, time domain techniques may be specifically designed to combat the non-uniform spreading of time domain IN in the frequency domain upon demodulation [97] .
• Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ): When relying on transmitting cyclic redundancy (CR) along with the payload, the channel decoder becomes capable of identifying the incorrectly received DMT symbols and triggering retransmission of the same payload until either the DMT symbol in question is correctly received or the maximum number of retransmissions is reached. ARQ has demonstrated great potential in boosting the throughput of DSL systems [98] . In the future, hybrid ARQ schemes exploiting the availability of past retransmissions are also under consideration. An LDPC coded solution is specifically investigated in [99] . Given the main scope of this survey, the additional benefit of bit-level error correction will not be considered in further details. However, we should note that error control constitutes one of the three most widely recognized signal processing challenges for DSL systems, together with dynamic spectral load balancing and multi-user vectored transmission [100] (Tab. 3). In particular, error control is the base level of the wide-sense dynamic spectrum management (DSM) paradigm (Tab. 3). The reader is redirected to [101] and the references therein for a more in-depth coverage of (impulsive) noise mitigation and error control in the next generation wireline networks.
5) NETWORK INTELLIGENCE
In recent years we have seen a rapid increase in the research of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, which are revolutionizing many areas in communications, such as resource management [102] and routing optimization [103] , [104] in SDN-aided system architectures, where the network characteristics can be efficiently learned. Therefore, the machine learning assisted SDN constitutes an intelligent solution for the converged access network architecture [9] .
However, harnessing these powerful tools in the existing multi-standard multi-ISP based DSL network paradigm requires further research. As mentioned in Section II-B2, DSL access networks are particularly susceptible to alien crosstalk both from LLU and from other binders in close proximity, in addition to the severe in-binder FEXT and NEXT. In [14] , a software-defined, open access network infrastructure was proposed for mitigating the contaminating effects of LLU. Specifically, a management interface, maintained by a third party, is employed for coordinating the traffic associated with different ISPs sharing a single DSL binder. Subsequently, the third party coordinator may invoke vectoring for conveying the transmitted data across the ISPs using the same binder, subject to authentication for preventing violation of privacy.
We should note that, apart from the aforementioned macroscopic benefit of AI for the DSL-aided future access network infrastructure, AI can also be used for tackling the challenges associated with other parts of the system architecture we have discussed. In particular, evolutionary algorithm aided MUDs [105] and deep neural network assisted MUDs [106] have already been conceived for MIMO systems, in addition to the 'auto-encoder' type of end-to-end system design of [107] . However, we should note that the near-optimality of these particular applications has only been characterized for low-dimensional systems.
III. MULTI-USER PRECODING IN DSL A. THE MUP-MUD DUALITY
It is widely acknowledged that there exists a duality between the uplink and the downlink of cellular wireless networks. In particular, if the channel reciprocity holds between the uplink and the downlink, while the sum of uplink tranmit power constraints equals the downlink transmit power constraint, then the optimal transmission and reception strategies are equivalent in both directions, despite the difference in the capacity regions [108] . In the DSL standards (e.g. [72] ), downstream transmission obeys per-pair power constraints similar to its upstream counterpart, thus the duality becomes strict-sense. Nonetheless, the upstream-downstream duality specifically focuses on the duality between the optimal signalling strategies for each direction, which is essentially the duality between MUP and MUD, a different duality of independent research interest.
The MUP-MUD duality originated from a pair of achievable bounds for the coding with side information problem, achieved by Dirty Paper coding (DPC) [109] and Wyner-Ziv coding (WZC) 6 [112] , respectively. As portrayed in Fig. 9 , DPC achieves optimal encoding/precoding using 'blind' (as in having no knowledge of the interference s s s in Fig. 9 ) decoding/detection, while WZC achieves optimal decoding/detection using 'blind' encoding/precoding. Namely, given a Gaussian distributed source u u u ∼ N (0, σ 2 u ) and a Gaussian distributed noise source n n n ∼ N (0, σ 2 n ), then the Shannon limit of the coded system is C = log 2 (1 + σ 2 u /σ 2 n ) for both WZC and DPC, regardless of the variance of the interference s s s. The WZC-DPC duality characterizes the holy grail of a multi-user system, i.e. ''(non-causally) known interference does not matter even if one side is blind''. However, the MUP-MUD duality can be further expanded to sub-optimal schemes in an algorithmic and structural sense. For instance, the widely studied linear schemes, such as the zero forcing and the minimum mean square error estimator, are shown to constitute MUP-MUD pairs [113] , [114] .
In this section and the next, we will discuss the existing MUP algorithms in the current DSL communications paradigm, as well as reviewing a family of powerful MUP algorithms based on lattice reduction. Based on the MUP-MUD duality, we hope that our study of the more advanced MUP techniques will inspire further exploration into the subject of downstream vectoring techniques in an algorithmic sense, where the rich literature of MUD [32] will assist us tremendously in selecting algorithms whose duals are applicable to downstream vectoring. Overall, the main difference between MUP and MUD is considered to be their information transfer characteristics, since the latter assumes a Gaussian type conditional probability distribution due to white noise, while the former usually does not rely on nor has access to the noise statistics. Therefore, MUD algorithms that strongly exploit the knowledge of noise statistics such as [115] are generally inapplicable to MUP. Another problematic aspect is that MUP does not benefit from using soft information, which is a consequence of the limited bandwidth of each tone. For this reason, iterative MUD algorithms which rely on log-likelihood ratio (LLR) feedback such as the turbo MUD of [84] is also impractical for MUP design.
A classification of the candidate MUP algorithms that we will cover in this survey is portrayed in Fig. 10 . Despite the theoretical optimality of DPC, the processing delay incurred by the precoder also has an impact on the final achievable throughput. Therefore, it is sometimes preferable to use a low-complexity suboptimal precoder to a high-complexity near-optimal one. This design choice is usually justified when the FEXT power is low, as in VDSL2, where the performance gap between the optimal and suboptimal precoding schemes is negligible. Even in the 106 MHz version of G.fast, lowcomplexity linear precoding is eminently suitable for downstream vectoring. In this section, we will cover the basics of the conventional linear and non-linear precoding algorithms, based on extensions of both the classic zero forcing precoding (ZFP) and the Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) [116] , [117] , respectively. To avoid confusion, the terminologies ZFP and THP are used to represent the classic member of the respective family (cf. Sec. III-B1 and III-C1), unless a particular variant is specified.
We should note that the widely recognized sum rate upper bound, obtained by using either the maximum ratio combining or its downstream counterpart, the maximum ratio transmission, 7 is only capable of characterizing the best-case single-user performance, where both the direct channel and every FEXT channel associated with the designated user are gleaned for obtaining the specific user's maximum diversity gain. In maximum ratio transmission, the FEXT channels coupled into the direct are exploited, whereas in maximum ratio combining, the FEXT channels leaking from the direct are gleaned. In realistic multi-user wireline systems, it is impossible for all users to achieve their respective best-case performance simultaneously using the maximum ratio strategies. Therefore, we will not classify them as 'multi-user' precoding techniques. Instead, we may consider those as beamformers suitable for the single-CPE multi-pair scenario of Fig. 3 .
B. LINEAR PRECODING 1) PLAIN ZERO FORCING
In order to force the FEXT to zero at the CPEs of Fig. 7 , an obvious choice of the precoder G G G would be chan-
where G G G = H H H H (HH HH HH H ) −1 = H H H −1 . As implied by Fig. 4 , h h h k 2 ∀k is small in the high-frequency band, which subsequently suggest that its inverse G G G usually has a high power.
Since current and next-generation wireline systems will operate under a strict transmit PSD (TxPSD) mask, the operations 7 These bounds are also known as the matched filter bounds, or single-user bounds [19] . in (7) generally result in violation of the TxPSD mask and therefore we have to normalize the transmitted symbols. The TxPSD mask imposes a power limit on a per tone per pair basis [72] , and hence we generally have to normalize the transmitted symbols with respect to the peak TxPSD per tone over all pairs k = 1, 2, · · · , K . But for analytical tractability, we can gain meaningful insights into the performance of precoding by limiting the sum of TxPSD over all pairs with the aid of a scalar power assignment policy, similar to the total power constraint of an antenna group in wireless communications. This is also known in wireline communications as static spectrum balancing (SSB, as opposed to DSB) since there is no optimization involved. In fact, it is shown in [42] that the two TxPSD characterization methods have a simple geometric relationship in the signal space. Meanwhile, scalar power assignment can also significantly reduce the complexity of spectrum balancing, in which case practical seamless rate adaptation (SRA) techniques [118] may be efficiently invoked. Assuming γ = H H H −1 u u u 2 , the combined equivalent channel seen by the message symbol vector u u u is a normalized identity matrix I I I / √ γ :
which results in amplified noise for the constellation demappers, hence decreases the detector's signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). More explicitly, the equalized symbol vector becomes: DP-side transmit CSI is depicted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 .
In the two-customer test system, each customer is assigned one of the two pairs within the binder and the AWGN has a PSD of −150 dBm/Hz. The message signal transmitted via the first pair (P1) u 1 (f ) has a flat PSD of −50 dBm/Hz and a constant phase of π over the full 212 MHz bandwidth, whereas the second pair (P2) transmits the blank message u 2 (f ) = 0. In the first scenario, u 1 (f ) is injected directly into P1 without precoding. In the second scenario, the plain ZFP-based vectoring is applied both to u 1 (f ) and to u 2 (f ) for all frequencies, and the resultant signals x 1 (f ) and x 2 (f ) are injected into P1 and P2, respectively. A TxPSD mask of −50 dBm/Hz per pair is introduced for all frequencies.
When P2 has no signal injection, the signal received at the output of P2 consists solely of FEXT from P1. Injecting the vectored signal x 1 (f ) and x 2 (f ) eliminates said FEXT, since the PSD of the FEXT signal is seen to be reduced to the noise level in Fig. 11 , while the phase of the message u 1 (f ) is recovered in Fig. 12 . However, in order to comply with the TxPSD mask, the power of the signal received at the output of P1 is penalized. The SNR penalty shown in Fig. 11 is the direct consequence of the channel's degradation upon increasing the frequency.
Eq. (7) is attractive in terms of its low complexity. Additionally, the near-optimality of the plain ZFP-like algorithms was also widely recognized during the legacy DSL era [119] , [120] due to the diagonally dominant structure of H H H for all tones over the entire bandwidth of up to 30 MHz. However, applying the plain ZFP to the tones beyond 106 MHz will result in excessively amplified noise due to the TxPSD mask. Therefore, it is plausible that the equivalent parallel AWGN channels characterized by (9) is not capacity-approaching. In order to reduce the capacity loss associated with the plain ZFP, a number of linear optimizations may be used. An efficient relative of the plain ZFP is constituted by the diagonalizing precoder of [121] , which generates a diagonal (but not identity) channel matrix when combined with H H H . Namely, the following decomposition of H H H is invoked:
where D D D is a diagonal matrix and the diagonal of L L L is a unit vector. Diagonalizing precoding avoids full channel inversion at the transmitter, which results in a reduced equivalent noise of L L L −1 u u u D D D −1 n n n rather than the noise contribution of H H H −1 u u u n n n of the plain ZFP in (9), given the assumption that CSI knowledge is perfect at both the DP and the CPEs.
Since the processing delay incurred by MUP strongly affects the achievable sum rate, as well as the realization of ultra reliable low latency communications (URLLC) in next generation access networks, it is crucial to maintain minimum MUP complexity. Historical approaches to low complexity MUP in the DSL literature include relaxing the ZF criterion, which led to partial/approximate cancellation schemes such as those of [122] , [123] . However, their performances heavily depend on the diagonal dominance of the channel matrices. With the evolution of signal processing hardware and parallel computing, the complexity saving of partial/approximate ZFP becomes negligible, while their performance loss compared to full cancellation is expected to become significantly more pronounced in G.fast/mgfast. Therefore, we will not discuss these schemes further, because their performance is well bounded by the plain ZFP.
2) REGULARIZED ZERO FORCING
In the ideal noiseless scenario, the zero forcing criterion is optimal for the QAM constellation demappers at the receiver side. However, in the presence of both noise and FEXT, the plain ZFP is unable to strike an attractive tradeoff between noise enhancement and residual FEXT. A common linear improvement of the plain ZFP usually chooses to optimize the received signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) of z z z for achieving an improved trade-off, by regularizing the precoding matrix H H H −1 . Formally, the regularized version of ZFP, which maximizes the received SINR [124] is formulated as:
where the optimal choice of the positive constant α is α = K σ 2 n [124] . Coincidentally, (11) is also the closed form solution of the minimum mean square error (MMSE) signal reception criterion in the limit of large binder sizes K , corresponding to minimizing the following cost function:
Extending the result of (12), the authors of [125] [126] [127] recently proposed more flexible precoder designs by using the weighted MMSE criterion, which may be customized to achieve different optimization criteria such as the sum rate, QoS or fairness. The flexible configuration of weighted MMSE makes it a preferable candidate for joint vectoringspectrum-balancing, i.e. multi-level DSM. Another precoding scheme closely related to the max-SINR precoding scheme optimizes the received signal-to-leakage-and-noise ratio (SLNR) [128] , [129] . In contrast to max-SINR precoding, which minimizes the total received interference | K j=1,j =k h k,j x j | 2 of (5) from other pairs, max-SLNR precoding minimizes the total leakage | K k=1,k =j h k,j x j | 2 coupled into other pairs. As a result of the TDD/FD channel reciprocity in G.fast/mgfast, max-SLNR precoding for the downstream actually constitutes the dual counterpart of max-SINR detection for the upstream [130] and vice versa.
On a historical note, it is worth mentioning that instead of computing the closed form Wiener filtering matrix, the solution of (12) may also be found using classic iterative algorithms such as the least mean square (LMS) method, or alternatively using the simpler sign error feedback scheme proposed in [81] , [131] . However, the success and fast convergence of these iterative algorithms heavily rely on the conditioning of the channel matrices. Given the evaded nearorthogonality of the frequency domain channel matrices in G.mgfast, the performance of these iterative algorithms in next-generation wireline access networks has to be further investigated.
3) REMARKS
Since the practical choice of MUP algorithm for downstream DSL transmission is vendor-specific [25] , [30] , the research behind FEXT mitigation for next-generation G.mgfast and for future wireline networks is heavily scenario-dependent and measurement-based. However, according to the collective comments from the industrial experts who have reviewed the preliminary versions of this manuscript, we have found that most of the proposed MUP designs should be classified as regularized ZFP. Unfortunately, due to the paucity of sufficiently accurate modelling of the channel matrices, the theoretical performance with respect to general largescale multi-pair DSL networks has so far only been qualitatively intimated by the asymptotic analysis of [132] .
On the other hand, it was shown in [133] that for wireless MIMO channel matrices, which do not exhibit diagonal dominance, the gain of regularized ZFP over plain ZFP (and its simplified extensions) does not vanish for high SNRs σ 2 u /σ 2 n . Unfortunately, these low complexity, linear precoding schemes are known to be suboptimal in wireless systems [134] , where the channel matrices are far from orthogonal. Since the DSL channel matrices also explicitly evaded orthogonality in the high frequency band, the suitability of linear MUP schemes for high performance wireline communications in the 100+ MHz band may become much more dependent upon the optimization of sophisticated joint vectoring-and-spectrum-balancing strategies, as reported by the investigations of [135] , [136] , and also by the spatially-targeted hybrid MUP-beamforming technique of [137] . These techniques may become even more plausible for low utility rate wireline networks, where the number of active pairs at any given time is sparse compared to the binder size. In particular, it is plausible that the optimal MUP design converges to the linear maximum ratio transmitter, when the network becomes more sparse.
C. TOMLINSON-HARASHIMA PRECODING 1) ZF-THP As a dual counterpart of both successive interference cancellation (SIC) and of decision feedback equalisation (DFE), the THP relies on triangular factorization of H H H at the transmitter. This version obeying the ZF reception criterion is sometimes referred to as the ZF-THP. Following the design of [76] , [138] seen in Fig. 13 , for the (K × K )-element square matrix H H H , we invoke the QR decomposition of its conjugate transpose given by:
where R R R is a as we did for the plain ZFP, we define x x x = Qx Qx Qx as the final transmitted symbol vector. The channel output y y y in this case is:
By defining the diagonal matrix W W W = diag[diag(R R R H )] = diag{r 1,1 , r 2,2 , · · · , r K ,K }, we have a naive FEXT precanceller in the form of:
Eq. (15) is favourable in that it exploits the triangular structure of R R R H . Since R R R H is now a lower triangular matrix, the first message symbol u 1 does not experience FEXT, hence its leakage into all subsequent pairs from the same cable may be determined and subtracted, which now makes the second pair FEXT-free. However, using the naive successive FEXT pre-cancellation will inevitably amplify the unnormalized TxPSD. Therefore, we may recursively apply FEXT subtraction and modulo reduction to construct the pre-equalized symbol vector x x x as follows:
The corresponding matrix notation is:
where φ [·] represents the complex version of a real-valued modulo-φ reduction for a complex vector a a a:
The in-phase part and quadrature-phase part of a QAM symbol drawn from rectangular constellations usually share a common modulo base. If we denote the minimum phaser spacing and maximum amplitude of a rectangular QAM constellation by ξ and c respectively, then we have φ = 2c + ξ . For square M -QAM, the modulo base is simplified to φ = ξ √ M . The substitution of (18) in (16) shall guarantee that all elements of x x x are located inside the square bounded by (−φ/2, φ/2] + j(−φ/2, φ/2], therefore strictly confines the average power of x x x . In fact, the output of the modulo-φ operation constitutes a uniformly distributed signal set over the square region. Meanwhile, the phase rotator Q Q Q does not cause any power enhancement. We may therefore expect that the final unnormalized TxPSD of x x x is nearly identical to the average power density of u u u.
By applying element-wise modulo reduction and single user FDE, we can recover z z z from y y y in (14) as:
Since the equalization matrix W W W −1 represents the inversion of the direct links only, it will not amplify the received noise n n n nearly as much as the plain ZFP did in (9) . On the other hand, φ [·] transforms the received Gaussian noise into modulo-Gaussian detection noise and thus increases the detection noise. However, the latter usually has little or no impact on the performance of the ZF-THP, especially when the detection SNR is high. It should also be noted that the differential entropy of z z z is identical to that of u u u, which generally results in information loss at low SNRs. This is known as the modulo loss (cf. Section III-C3).
2) SORTED THP
As shown in Eq. (19) , the detection SNR required by the QAM demappers is related to the gain of the (rotated) direct channel r k,k . Because of the DFE nature of the THP, the magnitude of r k,k and thus the detection SNR usually degrades with the user's index k during transmit precoding. The standard ZF-THP is therefore subject to the worst-case dominance effect, because the system's overall performance will typically be dominated by the last user having the worst performance. On the other hand, the DFE structure of THP is also subject to error propagation effects, when the realistic imperfect CSI feedback protocol of Fig. 7 is invoked. In particular, any erroneously encoded QAM symbol will result in consecutive errors for all subsequent symbols to be transmitted over the same tone. For these reasons, it is critical to have an optimal ordering of the twisted pairs for ensuring that the performance loss associated with THP's DFE structure is minimized. Given a specific channel matrix, we can optimize the system by initializing the sorted THP to the specific pair associated with the worst direct channel for ensuring that its corresponding detection SNR is maximized. Several propositions have already been suggested using the sorted THP for next generation wireline access networks [139] , [140] .
Mathematically, a binary permutation matrix E E E is used for indicating the extra sorting during channel triangularization, so that the minimum detection SNR per vector is maximized [141] . Given the optimal choice E E E * , we have:
while for a fixed channel H H H and any given E E E, the product of all direct channel gain is constant:
Hence, max-min optimization compensates the worst pair's performance at the expense of good pairs. As a consequence, the largest performance gap between the pairs diminishes.
Another sorting scheme conceived in [142] for multi-antenna wireless systems prioritizes the good channels, while turning off those having hostile channel conditions, so that the remaining active links achieve a higher sum-throughput than the entire group did before. However, this technique is only beneficial for point-to-point MIMO systems where fairness is irrelevant. Under the constraint of (21), (20) represents the process of iteratively minimising |r k,k | of line k for k = 1, 2, · · · , K . A very similar problem was also repeated for the sequential detection of space time codes [143] . The V-BLAST solution was found to be inefficient due to multiple inversions of the channel in the algorithm. Consequently, the authors of [144] proposed the sorted QR decomposition (SQRD) to solve the same problem, which also showed that SQRD solves the same user ordering problem by investing at most 60% of the complexity required by V-BLAST, while only imposing negligible loss on the detection performance.
3) REMARKS
As a very popular non-linear precoding technique representing the original vectored transmission proposal [76] , the performance of the THP is an extensively studied subject in multi-user communication systems. As for the ZF-THP scheme of Section III-C1, it is widely recognized that there is a gap between the maximum achievable bandwidth efficiency of the ZF-THP using square constellations and the Shannon limit. Without loss of generality, the three dominant sources of information loss of the ZF-THP for the ideal AWGN channel were studied in [145] . We should however note that the following types of loss are inherent to ZF-THP 8 and they are therefore not due to the specific types of communication channels. In fact, the wireline communications industry has already started investigating the fundamental limitations of the benchmark ZF-THP as shown in [146] , [147] . For AWGN channels, these limitations are portrayed in Fig. 14 and described as follows:
• Modulo Loss: Due to the modulo operation (18) at the receiver, each QAM symbol to be demapped to (coded) bits is distributed within the square region bounded by 8 In the following sections, we may notice that they are in fact related to the underlying modulo arithmetic and to the uniform distribution of QAM symbols, and therefore the analysis is applicable to non-linear MUPs in general.
the modulo base φ. Therefore, z z z and u u u have identical differential entropy. As a consequence, the maximum bandwidth efficiency of the ZF-THP will be upper bounded by log 2 (σ 2 u /σ 2 n ) rather than by the Shannon limit of log 2 (1 + σ 2 u /σ 2 n ). A study of this particular phenomenon in a G.fast environment was presented in [147] . Fortunately, the lost term '1' inside the logarithm operator may be regained if we regularize the channel decomposition of (13) in a way similar to (11) to obtain precoding matrices based on the MMSE-THP scheme instead [148] . As characterized by the 'optimal shaping' in Fig. 14, the modulo loss is the most pronounced one in the low to medium SNR regime.
• Precoding Loss: Due to the modulo operation at the transmitter and the particular choice of the modulo base, the convex hull of the transmitted symbols occupies a slightly larger volume in the signal space than the specific constellation that they come from. As shown previously in Section III-C1, this precoding loss is negligible (precisely (M −1)/M for large M ) and it converges to one, when the constellation order M tends to infinity.
Since the precoding loss of the ZF-THP mainly affects low-order constellations, it becomes most prominent in the low-SNR regime.
• Shaping Loss: Unlike the modulo loss and the precoding loss, the shaping loss is known to be associated with the square shaped QAM constellations, rather than with the non-linearity of the ZF-THP transmitter and the modulo receivers. Consequently, the shaping loss occurs even in linear precoding schemes such as the plain ZFP. As characterized by the 'Uniform input limit' seen in Fig. 14, the shaping loss grows to a constant of 1/2 · log 2 (2πe/12) ≈ 0.255 bps/Hz or equivalently 1.53 dB in the high-SNR regime. Even though the case portrayed in Fig. 14 represents a single AWGN channel, we should note that the same shaping loss also applies to DSL and general wireless channels. However, it has been discovered that for channels with memory (such as fibre optical channels), the shaping loss, representing the gain reduction without optimal shaping can be as high as 1.88 dB [149] . Interestingly, we will see in Section IV that the aforementioned SNR penalty associated with MUP and DSL channels strongly resembles the shaping loss in a geometric sense. The near-optimal information rate of the ZF-THP is readily recognized and highly appreciated by both the wireline and wireless communications community [76] , [150] , [151] . However, to what degree the optimality of the ZF-THP in practical multi-pair DSL systems is approached heavily relies on sophisticated DSB [18] strategies, such as the classic adaptive coding and modulation (ACM) protocols of wireless systems. Therefore, we also have to carefully assess the performance vs. complexity trade-off attained by DSB in order to quantify the practical performance of the THP family and those of the other MUPs. VOLUME 8, 2020 
IV. LATTICE REDUCTION AIDED MUP A. LATTICES IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The concept of lattices is among the most fundamental and influential analytical tools in information theory. Lattice based methodologies are usually among the optimal candidates in a wide range of IT and CT related areas such as quantum-attack-resistant cryptography [152] , capacityachieving channel coding [37] and more relevantly, optimal MUP/MUD design [145] . We should note that even though lattice coding and the family of lattice reduction aided MUPs (LRMUP) to be investigated in this section both exploit the geometric goodness of lattices, their approaches are rather distinct. In the case of lattice coding, we have to construct a lattice codebook, which gives us the desired properties of good channel codes. By contrast, LRMUPs usually exploit the existing lattice structure spawned by the multiuser channel. Popularized by the celebrated Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász [153] algorithm, the recent developments [154] , [155] in lattice reduction algorithms and LRMUPs demonstrate that they have significant practical value and potential in the telecommunication industry.
1) MULTI-USER SYSTEM AS A LATTICE
In the complex-valued K -dimensional Euclidean space C K , the (K × K )-element generator matrix G G G = [g g g 1 , g g g 2 , · · · , g g g K ] spawns a lattice L(G G G) whose column vectors g g g k represent the basis. By definition, lattices are periodic arrangements of discrete points. As a consequence, there is an infinite number of legitimate basis for any given lattice L(G G G), where K > 1. Therefore, the points of the lattice are formulated as:
where G denotes the set of all complex-valued integers and Gl Gl Gl is the standard matrix-vector multiplication. Using the above definition (22) , it may be readily seen that the K -pair T -tone system of (4) is closely related to the union of linear spans of K -dimensional lattices L(H H H t ) from T independent signal spaces, i.e. T t=1 span(L(H H H t )) or simply T t=1 span(H H H t ). Meanwhile, since the majority of number theory problems originate from the real-valued domain, the complex-valued lattices are usually decoupled into real-valued ones. In particular, we may decouple one of the T signal spaces in C K into R 2K using the following transformation:
As mentioned in the definition above, a lattice of at least two dimensions has an infinite amount of basis. However, the fundamental parallelotopes constructed by two legitimate basis G G G 1 = G G G 2 of the same lattice have the same volume given by:
where it may be observed that the pair of generator matrices are related by the unimodular transformation matrix Z Z Z :
Since the desirable diagonal-dominance and quasiorthogonality of low-frequency DMT channels is no longer achieved over the majority of the wide G.fast/mgfast spectrum, increasing the grade of orthogonality for these badly shaped channels emerges as a valuable performance-boosting strategy. A widely accepted measure of basis orthogonality for a lattice L(G G G) having the generator matrix G G G is termed as the orthogonality defect formulated as:
where we can explicitly see that the most orthogonal basis is simultaneously the basis with the shortest vectors for any given lattice. A set of perfectly orthogonal basis vectors G G G * satisfies δ(G G G * ) = 1. The primary task of LR is therefore to find the shortest basis of a given lattice (Minkowski's criterion [156] ), or one of the shorter ones (LLL criterion [153] ), using a known but long basis. We will not discuss in detail the lattice reduction algorithms themselves, but motivated readers might like to consult the survey and tutorial in [155] . A more specific survey on the LLL reduction algorithm is also available in [154] .
a: AN EXAMPLE
Let us consider the simple problem of quantizing a complex number c c c = (2, 0.9j) to the nearest complex-valued integer. The correct answer l l l 1 = (2, j) is obtained using the conventional basis of C, i.e. g g g 1 = (1, 0j), g g g 2 = (0, j). This is because c c c falls inside the quantization region of l l l 1 (left of Fig. 15 ). However, as seen on the right side of Fig. 15 , if a bad/long basis such as g g g 1 = (1, 0j), g g g 2 = (6, j) is used, then c c c falls in the quantization region of l l l 2 = (3, j). Therefore, the quantizer will erroneously consider l l l 2 as the nearest integer neighbour of c c c. As shown in [145] , the quantization problem we have considered here represents the foundation of a wide range of non-linear MUP algorithms.
As an illustration in Fig. 16 , we depict the quality of the basis associated with the inverse channel matrices, as well as that of the LLL-reduced basis, for a 10 pair DSL binder over the 212 MHz bandwidth. Observe from Fig. 16 that the orthogonality improvement offered by LLL reduction is quite significant, starting from around 90 MHz. As proven in the pioneering contribution of Babai [157] and empirically shown later by our simulations in Section VI, the LLL-reduced basis determines the lower bound of the worst-case performance of heuristic algorithms (e.g. rounding-off [157] ) associated with MUPs (e.g. the plain ZFP). By contrast, for an arbitrary basis the worst-case performance remains unbounded. Moreover, since lattice reduction is invoked at the initialization stage as preprocessing, FIGURE 15. The effect of lattice reduction on quantizing a complex number. For the optimal basis on the left, the quantization region associated with any given complex-valued integer is the set of complex numbers that have the shortest Euclidean distances to said integer then to any other complex-valued integer. The minimum distance criterion is not satisfied by the basis on the right, therefore the quantization result is erroneous. This criterion can only be satisfied by orthogonal basis, and by the Voronoi cell (cf. Section IV-A2) of lattices that do not have an orthogonal basis. its complexity overhead does not detrimentally affect the performance of DSL systems.
2) THE ESSENCE OF VECTORING AND THE DUALITY
Previously, we have shown that both the optimization criterion as well as the design of MUP and MUD may be viewed as each other's dual pairs based on the WZC-DPC duality. In the following, we will see that the algorithmic core of MUP and MUD may also be interpreted as each other's dual pairs, which is a by-product of using lattice reduction strategies for multi-user systems.
In terms of the MUD design for upstream DSL, the widely recognized optimal decision criterion is the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion, or the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion if the data symbol at the source u u u does not follow the uniform distribution. Formally, the ML detector (MLD) optimizes the following non-convex cost function: 
where M represents a square QAM constellation. Since M represents a scaled version of (a subset of) the integer lattice Z 2K , it is readily seen that the main task of (27) is to synthesize a point in L(H H H ) that is the closest to another given point y y y in R 2K . This is one of the most influential and fundamental problems in the development of lattice theory which is termed as the closest vector problem (CVP) [158] , [159] that captures the essence of MUD. By extension, the other MUD algorithms may be conceived as heuristic approaches to an approximate solution of (27) . Nonetheless, each MUD algorithm uniquely defines a tessellation pattern, and more importantly, a decision region surrounding each point of L(H H H ). As shown in [160] , the shape of the decision region directly determines the optimality of the associated MUD. It is well-known that the decision region associated with MLD is the basis-invariant Voronoi cell of L(H H H ) [158] . 
By comparison, any other form of the decision region is suboptimal, because they violate the minimum Euclidean distance criterion (cf. Fig. 15 ). From a similar perspective, we will now characterize the optimal criterion for MUP. With respect to the MUP design for downstream DSL, it is known from (9) (19) and Fig. 4 that the SNR penalty is the dominant problem over the wide bandwidth of G.mgfast (also in [42] , [161] ) compared to the losses discussed in Sec. III-C3. More specifically, a transmit-power-minimizing MUP is capable of achieving the optimal diversity order, regardless of the fundamental limits of non-linear MUPs. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the transmit signal power as the cost function for MUP optimization. For example, we may use the simple formulation of [162] by introducing a perturbation vector defined as:
where G G G is the inverse channel matrix. Under the principle of DPC, the choice of the perturbation vector l l l should be limited to the set of scaled integers φZ 2K so that the modulo receivers φ [·] can reconstruct the transmitted signal without knowing the exact value of l l l. The same principle applies to the THP. For analytical simplicity, uniformly distributed continuous constellations are widely considered in non-linear MUP analysis [42] , [148] , [163] . Let U be a continuous square set formulated as:
We now immediately notice the strong similarity between (27) and (29) . More explicitly, in (29) , we seek to synthesize a lattice point Gl Gl Gl in the lattice L(G G G) that is the closest one to the given point Gu Gu Gu. It was also shown in [163] that the output of the MUP x x x = G G G(u u u +l l l) is uniformly distributed over V(G G G, 0 0 0). This MUP design is known as the vector perturbation (VP) [162] precoding. Based on the concept of the decision region of MUDs, the authors of [42] proposed the dual concept of the vectoring mapping region (VMR). Because L(G G G) and L(H H H ) constitute a pair of dual lattices [155] , the VMR and the MUD decision regions are closely related. Without loss of generality, the VMRs of all the MUPs investigated in this survey are portrayed in Fig. 18 , where the lattice is spawned by the inverse of a two-user system employing pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) in R 2 . We note that this limitation is a result of the fact that we cannot graphically demonstrate the VMRs of a two-user QAM system, because it is in R 4 .
B. APPROXIMATE LATTICE PRECODING
In [160] and [42] , the concept of approximate lattice decoding and approximate lattice encoding were proposed independently for MUD and MUP. We shall adopt this notion and observe the influence of LR on the plain ZFP and the ZF-THP approaches, instead of using the potentially ambiguous terminology of lattice reduction aide broadcast precoding [164] , the latter of which essentially constitutes extensions to the vector perturbation scheme we will cover later. In essence, approximate lattice precoding heuristically solves the closest vector problem with preprocessing (CVPP), the solution of which can be further used as preprocessing for other schemes, such as the approximate message passing algorithm of [165] . However, the strict-sense CVPP in lattice theory typically exploits the geometry of the Voronoi cell and utilizes exponential-sized memory/buffer for very high dimensional lattices [166] , whereas LRMUP algorithms simply acquire a good basis to work with for low to medium dimensional lattices.
The nature of lattice reduction, given a generator matrix G G G, may be described with the aid of the following decomposition:
where Q Q Q and R R R are unitary and upper triangular matrices, respectively. The unimodular matrix Z Z Z in (31) is carefully constructed for ensuring that G G G red = QR QR QR satisfies one of the lattice reduction criteria. Eq. (20) closely resembles the format of (31), which indicates that the SQRD may be interpreted in a wide sense as a type of primitive lattice reduction. Lattice reduction is generally a hard problem, regardless of the reduction criteria used. There are several independently proposed reduction criteria, with the most extensively studied ones being the Minkowski criterion [156] , the Hermite-Korkine-Zolotareff (HKZ) [167] criterion and the suboptimal Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) [153] criterion. The LLL reduction is the weakest criterion of the three, but it is still more favourable in practice because it is the first, polynomialcomplexity, algorithm that produces reasonably short (i.e. whose length is strictly upper bounded) basis vectors. By constrast, both the Minkowski reduction and the HKZ reduction are considered as 'optimal' in the sense of obtaining the shortest basis, they rely on solving multiple iterations of the NP-hard shortest vector problems (SVP) [168] . Even though lattice reduction aided schemes are usually implemented in the real-valued domain, complex-domain algorithms also do exist. By comparison, it is empirically proven by simulations in both [169] and [34] that the complex-valued Minkowski and LLL algorithms are indeed equivalent to the real-valued versions.
1) LR-ZFP
In order to mitigate the noise enhancement of the plain ZFP, we may construct an LLL-reduced inverse channel F F F = H H H −1 Z Z Z as the precoder, in which case we have to shift the K -dimensional point u u u to a different position due to the unimodular transformation. Denoting the unimodular transformed message symbol vector asũ u u, we have:
Sinceũ u u is uniformly distributed over the basis parallelotope constructed by the reduced basis F F F, we may observe that the VMR of the LR-ZFP is the parallelogram region portrayed in Fig. 18 . The corresponding equalized symbol vector is:
where γ = F F Fũ u u 2 . In this case, the expected performance improvement mainly accrues from the assumption that the inverse of any high-frequency DMT channel never constitutes a shorter basis than an LLL-reduced one. Otherwise, (33) would exhibit an even higher detection noise than (9) due to the modulo operation. The transmitter structure of the LR-ZFP scheme is given in Fig. 19 . In comparison to the ZF-THP based transmitter of Fig. 13 , the unimodular matrix filter Z Z Z −1 of the LR-ZFP based transmitter of Fig. 19 substitutes the decision feedback loop of the ZF-THP based transmitter of Fig. 13 . The remaining components are structured similarly in both cases, except for the extra direct channel equalizers (1/r k,k ) required for a ZF-THP based receiver as formulated in (19) . Since matrix filters can be implemented efficiently with the advent of parallel computing, whereas the decision feedback loop cannot, the LR-ZFP based transmitter would incur a lower processing delay than the ZF-THP based transmitter. 
2) LR-THP
Since the sorted THP may be considered to constitute a lowlevel LR-THP, we may also employ a triangular decomposition, while replacing the sorting procedure by the more powerful LLL reduction, as formulated in:
where S S S has orthogonal columns and B B B is of an upper triangular structure, with diag(B B B) = diag(I I I ). As seen in [170] , the optimal ordering of (20) and the implicit ordering associated with (34) may be stacked. However, Chang. et al. [171] proved that a combination of LLL reduction and SQRD would be similar to using LLL reduction alone, since the sorting operation within the LLL algorithm results in similar ordering to that of SQRD. Therefore, in our case we will dispense with any additional sorting. Denoting the unimodular transformed message symbol vector asũ u u = φ Z Z Z H u u u , we have the precoded symbol vector x x x given by:
We may now see that the transmitted symbol vector is distributed over the LR-THP's VMR in Fig. 18 , which is associated with the parallelotope/orthotope S S S −H . Then (35) results in the exact same form of the equalized symbol vector z z z as we obtained in (33) , except that in the case of the LR-THP, S S S −H has a more isotropic shape and thus it results in an even lower power amplification than the precoding matrix F F F does in the LR-ZFP. The transmitter structure of the LR-THP scheme is given in Fig. 20 , which may be considered as a hybrid of the ZF-THP based transmitter of Fig. 13 and the LR-ZFP transmitter of Fig. 19 . In fact, the main difference between the LR-THP and the LR-ZFP is akin to the difference between the ZF-THP and the plain ZFP. Since the LR-ZFP scheme of Fig. 19 may be viewed as a plain ZFP scheme (starting fromũ k in Fig. 19 ) implemented within a unimodular mapping process, the LR-THP scheme may also be conceptually considered as a conventional ZF-THP scheme 9 (starting from u k in Fig. 20) implemented within a unimodular mapping process. 
C. INTEGER FORCING PRECODING
As an emerging lattice reduction aided multi-user technique, the integer forcing precoding (IFP) [36] solution provides a novel yet familiar perspective of approximate lattice precoding. Conceptually, IFP is inspired by the reverse computeand-forward (RCoF) protocol [175] used in wireless systems, which is also based on the parallel modulo Gaussian channel principle of all non-linear MUPs. The IFP scheme proposed in [36] may in fact be considered as a generalization of the aforementioned approximate lattice precoding schemes. By comparing the schematic of the LR-ZFP in Fig. 19 to that of the LR-THP in Fig. 20 , it is plausible that both of the approximate lattice precoding schemes have three common building blocks at the transmitter. In IFP, these are generalized as follows:
• Integer-valued filter. In conventional approximate lattice precoding, this is exactly the unimodular transformation matrix, which is the solution of the SVP associated with the act of lattice reduction itself. However, instead of using a strictly invertible integer-valued matrix, IFP relaxes the criterion and only requires the integer-valued matrix to be invertible over Galois fields.
The underlying lattice problem is the shortest independent vectors problem (SIVP) [168] , whose solution does not necessarily constitutes a basis, but is obtainable via lattice reduction strategies [177] .
• Lattice coding. The lattice mapping of IFP is not necessarily carried out over either the multi-user channel lattice or its dual lattice. By contrast, the codebook is constructed using a pair of nested lattices [178] , [179] with the standard 'construction A' approach of [180] .
Recent research in lattice coding shows that we may achieve the same goal using only a single 'good' lattice [37] . Nonetheless, the coding procedure itself is ultimately a CVP solver.
• Linear beamformer. For approximate lattice precoding, the front-end linear beamformer is obtained via factorizing the reduced lattice basis. IFP allows for more relaxed choices of this front-end, subject to the specific power constraint of the system. In particular, if the identity matrix is used, then the IFP scheme becomes equivalent to the standard RCoF [36] .
IFP bridges the lattice coding approach and the lattice reduction approach, the two main applications of lattice theory in telecommunications. In particular, IFP has the potential of borrowing good practices from lattice coding for improving the MUP performance beyond that of the conventional approximate lattice precoding. As a consequence of the more flexible lattice coding design, the VMR of IFP is not generally deterministic and it may also overlap with the VMR associated with another LRMUP. More interestingly, the distributed IFP-aided receivers can 'virtually' cooperate, which is contrary to the common belief, namely that the distributed downstream receivers cannot cooperate. Specifically, cooperative signal processing is typically associated with (multiuser) matrix filtering. In IFP, the receivers have to acquire the columns of the integer-valued matrix during initialization, which virtually enables matrix filtering. This particular aspect may lead to other cooperative distributed receiver designs relying on quantized information (such as CSI) gleaned from the downstream transmitter.
D. VECTOR PERTURBATION
Even though Babai had shown in [157] that the performance gap between LLL based approximate lattice decoding and MLD is reasonably small, attaining the optimal performance is still relevant, if we want to reach the maximum bandwidth efficiency in the forthcoming G.mgfast and to be fully prepared for the era of the converged access network in the nearfuture. Reflecting on the full-diversity MUP criterion of (29), the algorithm that finds its exact solution is known as the vector perturbation [162] scheme. The most widely recognized solver of the underlying exact CVP problem is more generally known as the sphere encoder. 10 We note that the cost function of (29) can still be optimized heuristically, which results in the MUPs of [42] , [164] . However, the exact solution is valuable in that it allows full exploitation of the multi-dimensional signal space spawned by the multi-pair channels, because the performance gap between the suboptimal MUPs and the optimal MUP can be enormous for DSL binders enclosing a large number of copper pairs. 11 In particular, with the popularization of SDN and NFV, future wireline networks may be able to consolidate different signal spaces resulting from LLU for all vectored groups simultaneously, in order to regain the loss imposed by alien FEXT. The VP scheme of Fig. 22 constitutes an extension of the plain ZFP scheme, where the perturbation process (from u k to x k ) is introduced in addition to the plain ZFP encoding matrix G G G. The operations of the VP based transmitter may be formulated as:
The exact solution of (29) is found by the enumeration-based sphere encoder. The original depth-first type sphere decoder was conceived in [181] , which was then further improved both in [182] and [183] . The breadth-first type [184] [185] [186] and the more recent best-first type [187] [188] [189] enumeration 10 For MLD this is typically called the sphere decoder. As seen in the difference between (27) and (29) , the exact CVP solver operates in a finite lattice for MLD while the VP scheme can potentially work in infinite lattice. To avoid ambiguity, the latter is denoted as sphere encoder in this survey. 11 In fact, as a known result in lattice theory, both the exact and the nearoptimal solution (whose loss is upper bounded by a constant) of the CVP are obtained in exponential complexity order. Conversely, solutions found by typical heuristic algorithms usually have exponential loss. 
FIGURE 22.
A VP based downstream transmitter. The additive vector l l l is classically solved either by the sphere encoder [162] , or by Babai's approximations [42] , [164] .
algorithms were conceived as more hardware-friendly versions, since they can be readily pipelined to have a fixed throughput. All versions of the enumeration algorithms were claimed to approach the MLD performance, relying on a simple fact of the CVP problem, namely that if a lattice point is the closest one to another point in R 2K within a hypersphere region centred at the given point, then said lattice point is also the closest to the given point within the entire signal space. However, choosing the optimal radius of the hypersphere is a difficult problem in all cases. If the radius is too large, then there are too many lattice points to be enumerated in the hypersphere, whilst if the radius is too small, then the CVP search will fail and we are forced to extend the radius to restart the enumeration. Additionally, in the breadth-and
Algorithm 1 Depth-First Sphere Encoder
Input: Lattice Generator G G G, a given pointū u u ∈ R 2K , the sphere radius √ β = ∞;
Choose the next value for l 2 in order;
Choose the next value for l k in order;
l l l ← φZl Zl Zl ;
best-first versions, tuning the 'breadth parameter' K is also a difficult problem, if both the MLD-like performance and the minimum buffer size are desired. In this section, we will characterize the depth-first version of [182] in Alg. 1 as the most established candidate. For a more in-depth analysis of the sphere encoder, the reader is redirected to the contribution of [190] and the references therein.
1) LR-AIDED SPHERE ENCODER
The sphere encoder consists of the lattice reduction preprocessing of Section IV-B followed by the search-tree-based enumeration. In the example of Fig. 17 , the lattice is spawned in the 2D plane R 2 having the generator matrix G G G = [g g g 1 , g g g 2 ].
In order to determine the closest lattice point (the black dot) to the given pointū u u = −Gu Gu Gu, the sphere encoder commences by transforming the long basis of G G G into a short one G G G = [g g g 1 , g g g 2 ] using lattice reduction. The main purpose of such a transformation is to accelerate the subsequent enumeration process as proven in [171] .
Adopting the 2K -dimensional real-valued system model for the remainder of this section and exploiting the lattice reduction notion of G G G = Q Q QR R RZ Z Z −1 in (31) for the inverse channel G G G = H H H −1 , we can map the sphere encoding problem of (29) from a general matrix G G G onto a triangular one R R R by rotation as follows:
The constant φ is removed so that l l l becomes an integervalued vector in Z 2K . For the initialization of the sphere encoder, an approximate solution to (37) can be easily obtained by solving the respective least squares problem, where we solve l l l for a real-valued vector in R 2K first, and then we round off the entries of the real-valued vector to their respective nearest integer. Denoting the Euclidean distance from v v v to this approximate solution as √ β, we may enumerate the lattice points within the 2K -dimensional hypersphere of radius √ β centred at v v v. Let r k,j be the entry at the kth row and jth column of the upper-triangular matrix R R R of (37). Then we may define the following DFE structure as in [191] :
Similar to (16) , Eq. (38) has a bottom-up decision feedback structure. Therefore, the sphere constraint may be invoked in each iteration of (38) , corresponding to the subspaces having lower than 2K dimensions. A necessary condition for a lattice point to fall inside the hypersphere centred at v v v, i.e. v v v − Rl Rl Rl 2 < β, is formulated as [191] :
Eq. (39) represents a tree structure from the root node of k = 2K to the leaf node of k = 1, in which we may compute the partial Euclidean distance of 2K j=k+1 r 2 j,j (l j −c j ) 2 from the enumerated lattice point to v v v in the (2K − k + 1)-dimensional subspace. The sphere encoder progresses towards the leaf node by one step whenever (39) is satisfied, hence the algorithm is depth-first. Otherwise, it backs up towards the root node by one level to evaluate a different lattice point. The evaluation at each node is one-dimensional along the integer sequence Z in the order of l k , l k − 1, l k + 1, l k − 2, l k + 2, ..., starting from the integer l k = c k , where · is the roundingoff operator. Whenever the leaf node of k = 1 is reached, the radius √ β of the hypersphere boundary is updated and the corresponding state represents a new candidate lattice point. The final solution of (37) is the last lattice point obtained before the sphere encoder terminates its operation.
2) REMARKS
Albeit VP is capable of achieving the same diversity as the optimal MLD while also functioning as a simple attachment to the classic plain ZFP, it exhibits a high PAPR and a potentially prohibitive sphere encoding complexity. In terms of PAPR, the spliced constellation of Fig. 21 suggests that the dynamic range required by the front-end filter G G G is significantly increased, especially since the constellation expansion depends on the worst-case channel quality of all tones. Therefore we in general need more expensive circuitry for the DP of G.mgfast using the VP-based approach. As a design alternative of sphere encoding, Zhang et al. [161] proposed the expanded constellation mapping scheme that solves the closest point problem of a finite lattice, which is more closely related to the sphere decoding based implementation of MLDs. The sphere decoding algorithm naturally works on a finite lattice, where the candidate lattice points are confined in a pre-determined region. However, sphere decoding usually has a higher complexity than sphere encoding because of the extra overhead of the former required for remapping the invalid solutions, which are found outside the boundaries of the finite lattice [192] . Meanwhile, the family of powerful lattice reduction techniques such as LLL are generally not favoured in sphere decoding, since it would be difficult to keep track of the boundary of the finite lattice. Instead, less sophisticated transformations such as the SQRD should be used, which however increases the complexity of the enumeration process. Regarding other characteristics of the existing G.fast system with respect to its potential practical deployment in VP, its backwards compatibility with linear precoding based receivers was addressed in [193] , while a particularly robust vectoring feedback error mitigation arrangement was proposed in [194] .
As a well-investigated subject, the (depth-first) sphere decoder has both an average-case and a worst-case complexity that grows exponentially with the system's dimensionality [195] , which constitutes a substantial disadvantage compared to the deterministic polymonial (quadratic) complexity order of the conventional linear and nonlinear vectoring schemes, as well as compared to the IFP (depending on the choice of the lattice codebook) and to the family of approximate lattice precoding schemes, when ignoring the complexity overhead of initialization. This had led to renewed efforts invested in reducing the complexity of the conventional sphere decoder/encoder [196] [197] [198] , as well as to the optimization of the lattice reduction preprocessing [199] . A rather different practical technique of reducing the complexity to a manageable level is constituted by parallel computing. The branches of the search tree in the sphere decoder cannot be enumerated concurrently in the conventional sense, since the sphere constraint is constantly updated during runtime. As a consequence, each parallel enumeration thread must be able to communicate with other threads in order to achieve a beneficial efficiency boost. The parallel enumeration algorithm of [200] achieves an efficiency improvement proportional to the number of parallel threads. Theoretically, the currently provable best-case algorithm for finding the exact solution of CVP has a complexity order of O(2 O(2K ) ) relying on a buffer size of O(2 O(2K ) ) [166] , [201] , given that the solver has a priori knowledge of the Voronoi cell. However, the particular solver invoked in this case is very impractical for high throughput transmission compared to the sphere encoder, and the performance difference is negligible for medium-sized systems.
Since the VP scheme constitutes a nonlinear expansion of the plain ZFP, the concept of regularization, as mentioned in Sec. III-B2, may also be used for enhancing the performance of VP. The MMSE criterion based VP scheme has been proposed relying on either a continuous-and-discrete hybrid perturbation [202] , [203] strategy, or a regularized channel inversion strategy [35] , [162] . As seen in Section III-C3, this is to overcome the same modulo loss caused by the nonlinear receivers. Additionally, as studied in [39] , VP is a flexible scheme that, when expanded over multiple symbol durations, can fully regain the 'shaping loss' via the construction of nested lattice constellations. The expansion of VP over time allows for a more efficient exploitation of the non-causal CSI knowledge (towards the original concept of DPC), whose gain was also empirically characterized in [204] , [205] .
V. SPECTRUM BALANCING FOR VECTORED TRANSCEIVERS
DSM is a prominent research subject in the history of wireline communications. Based on the historic definition of [100] ( Table 3) , past research of DSM was mainly concentrating on independent bit-loading based level-2, i.e. DSB, as shown in the landmark contributions of [18] , [212] [213] [214] [215] . However, with the introduction of ITU-T G.993.5, MUP-based level-3 DSM became mandatory. As a consequence, a joint spectrum management strategy must be utilized, whose objective is to simultaneously optimize both the power and constellation assignment for maintaining the same bit error rate (BER) for all tones and all CPEs, while cancelling all known interferences as well as maximizing the sum rate of the vectored DSL binder. We note that depending on the applications, the BER requirement may rarely be unequal within a vectored group [216] . In general, DSB strategies relying on the proverbial 'water-filling' criterion are commonly employed to avoid the 'worst-case dominance' of plain vectoring without DSB.
In our context, the total transmit power is partitioned across two dimensions, namely the frequency and the signal space. On the other hand, the power constraints are valid for each individual pair of a binder, imposed on both a PSD and a total power basis. Despite the knowledge of the theoretical rate region for the majority of the MUP schemes determined under the usual sum-power constraint or per-antenna power contraint in wireless systems, e.g. [126] , [217] , achieving the optimal multi-level DSM remains a critical research challenge in the developing of wireline access networks in the literature [135] , [218] [219] [220] . This is particularly true for the hostile crosstalk-intensive environment, operating under the radical power constraints of both G.fast and the forthcoming G.mgfast. In this section, we will conduct an empirical case study on the performance of multi-level DSM, i.e. joint DSB-vectoring, employing both the conventional MUPs and the LRMUPs. 
A. SYSTEM MODEL
Given the DMT modulated multi-user DSL system of (4), we have to find a set of T × K appropriate M -QAM constellations, which results in the maximum sum rate, whilst meeting the BER target, which is formulated as:
subject to the bit cap b max and to the per-pair TxPSD mask P t as well as to the per-pair ATP budget A [72] :
For vectored DSL systems, the effective channel between the equalized symbol vector z z z t and the message symbol vector u u u t constitutes a diagonal matrix. Hence the average constellation energy E{|u t k | 2 } of each message symbol's alphabet, i.e. the power allocated to each message symbol, is determined only by the detection SNR requirement of the equalized symbol z t k . On the other hand, the choice of constellation is restricted by the detection SNR in the form of the standard capacity expression:
where b is the bandwidth efficiency, i.e. the number of bits per message symbol, and η is the detection SNR. For a given square (i.e. even-bit) QAM constellation, its SNR gap σ [221] with respect to the Shannon limit of Gaussian channel is defined in terms of the corresponding symbol error rate (SER) target:
where erfc −1 (·) denotes the inverse (Gaussian) complementary error function. The SER target can be trivially converted to the BER target which we aim for, based on the bit mapping scheme of the constellation. As demonstrated in Fig. 23 , each QAM scheme has a specific operating point FIGURE 23. The SNR gap towards the Shannon limit of AWGN Channel. For large and even-bit QAM constellations, the SNR gap approximation locates the minimum required SNR for a given symbol error rate target. The suboptimal odd-bit QAM constellations, e.g. BPSK and 8QAM, demonstrate (slightly) wider gaps towards the Shannon limit.
with respect to the given SER target, which may be calculated individually by the exact SER expression of the QAM constellation relying on either odd or even number of bits per symbol [108] , [222] . Given our fixed BER target, (43) represents the unique mapping between the minimum SNR requirement η and the bandwidth efficiency b. However, due to the bit cap b max and the discrete nature of bit loading, the solution to the combinatorial optimization problem of (40) is obtained using look-up table based methods rather than using the standard water-filling type of power allocation algorithms. For a given b max , we can construct a look-up table for mapping the power allocated to the corresponding choice of constellation with respect to a fixed BER target and the PSD of the AWGN. The general configuration of the spectrum balancing policy within the multi-level DSM operation will be discussed in Section V-A1, while the TxPSD of the MUPs under the designated power assignment policy is characterized in Section V-A2. Finally, the bit loading algorithms will be presented in Section V-B.
1) INNER SPECTRUM BALANCING POLICY
Let the real-valued non-negative diagonal matrix P P P t = diag{P t 1 , P t 2 , · · · , P t K } determine the power assigned to tone t. Then the corresponding amplitude scaling matrix is A A A t = diag{ P t 1 , P t 2 , · · · , P t K }. Since diagonal matrices are generally not commutative in multiplication, we cannot apply P P P t arbitrarily within the DP. For the plain ZFP and the ZF-THP, the equalized symbol vectors are formulated as: z z z t = A A A t u u u t + n n n t for plain ZFP,
where W W W t follows the same definition of (15) for tone t. Since we have E{|u t k | 2 } = 1, the detection SNR experienced by the QAM demapper can be expressed as:
wheren t k represents the AWGN term which corresponds to n t k enhanced by the modulo operator (18) . This is exactly the 'modulo loss' presented in Section III-C3. Near the typical operating point at the BER target, of say 10 −7 , the detection SNR is sufficiently high for ensuring that the noise-enhancement effect of the modulo receiver becomes negligible. Therefore we may assume thatn t k follows the Gaussian distribution, and consequently, the SNR gap of (44) is applicable both to the ZFP based linear vectoring, as well as to all other modulo receiver based vectoring schemes. However, for low modulation orders, the modulo loss is not negligible and the exact value may be determined via simulation, as done in [223] .
Generally, using a common modulo base φ is mandatory, if we apply the family of lattice reduction aided precoding schemes to a vector of symbols drawn from different constellations. The enumeration process of VP discussed in Section IV-D also requires a common modulo base for all message symbols [40] . Therefore, the power allocation conceived for lattice reduction aided precoding has to be applied after the modulo operations. Thus, with the aid of Eq. (32), (35) and (36) , we can define the power allocation schemes for the LRMUPs as follows:
x
where
However, if A A A t is a non-scalar matrix, then the operations in (49) and (50) are no longer capable of fully precompensating for the FEXT signal in the context of decentralized receivers. Therefore we have to use a scalar matrix A A A t for these approximate lattice precoding schemes, which corresponds to SSB. On the other hand, for the VP based vectoring scheme, the power assignment policy of (51) affects the choice of the perturbation symbol vector l l l t . If the scaling matrix A A A t of (51) is non-scalar, then the optimization of (29) may no longer necessarily produce the optimal perturbation vector with respect to the power-controlled transmitter of (51). The main reason is that the two lattices L(G G G t A A A t ) and L(G G G t ) are not normally isomorphic. For the sake of analytical tractability, we shall restrict A A A t to be a scalar matrix for the VP based vectoring of (51), in which case L(G G G t A A A t ) and L(G G G t ) are isomorphic lattices.
As a result of the discussion above, the scaling matrices A A A t in (49), (50) and (51) shall all be scalar matrices, implying that the LRMUPs invoke SSB for level-2 DSM. 12 The equalized symbol vector has the same common form for the LR-ZFP, the LR-THP and VP, expressed as:
which results in the detection SNR formulated as:
2) TXPSD CHARACTERIZATION
Since both (41) and (42) are defined on a per-pair basis, we have to evaluate TxPSD for each active pair, given the power assignment policy and the precoder. Based on [223] and the general assumption where E{|u t k | 2 } = 1, in the plain ZFP and the ZF-THP, E{|x t k | 2 } is related to P P P t by:
The modulo operator found in the ZF-THP based transmitter in Fig. 13 causes a slight increase of the average constellation energy characterized by ρ t j , whose value is uniquely determined by the constellation b t j . We have seen in Section III-C3 that this is the 'precoding loss'. For square M t j -QAM constellations, ρ t j = M /(M − 1) converges quickly to one upon increasing b t j = log 2 M t j and can be safely ignored for large b t j values. This is exactly the precoding loss previously defined in Section III-C3. The output of both the LR-ZFP-based and of the LR-THP-based transmitters can be characterized in a format similar to (55) based on the power assignment policy of (49) and (50) . The pair of approximate lattice precoding schemes follows the same encoding steps constituted by the modulo operations, power allocation and linear filtering, as implied by Eq. (49) and (50) . Since the result of modulo operation exhibits the same PSD in the approximate lattice precoding schemes as well as in the ZF-THP, we can characterize the TxPSD of the LR-ZFP and the LR-THP as follows:
Because the choice of constellation is shared by all pairs on the same tone for the LR-ZFP and the LR-THP, we emphasize this fact by neglecting the pair index j for the terms ρ t and P t in Eq. (56) and (57) . In terms of the transmitter's power transfer characteristics between the input u u u t and the output x x x t , Eq. (54), (55) , (56) and (57) exhibit a similar format. As stated in Section III-C, the output of the modulo operator φ [·] of (18) is distributed over the square-shaped region characterized by the set U of (30) . The second moment of U represents the average energy of a large QAM constellation having the modulo base φ. Hence, for the ZF-THP, the LR-ZFP and the LR-THP based vectoring schemes, x x x t may be considered as a vector of U-symbols passing through the scaling matrix A A A t and an inverse-channel-related matrix thereafter. For the plain ZFP based linear vectoring, modelling the MUP's input as the set U will penalize the admissible power allocation policy by ρ.
Consequently, x x x t is distributed over some origin-centred parallelotope in the Euclidean space C K or R 2K . For each vectoring scheme (except for VP), the parallelotope associated with the specific inverse-channel-related matrix represents the VMR (Fig. 18 ).
By contrasting (51) to both (49) and (50), it may be readily seen that the VP-based transmitter does not share the aforementioned power transfer characteristics of the other modulo encoders. In fact, x x x t is distributed over the origincentred Voronoi cell of the lattice L(G G G t ). Ryan et al. had shown in [163] that for lattices spawned by the inverse of wireless channels, the geometric properties of the resultant Voronoi cell are very similar to those of a hypersphere. In particular, it is demonstrated in [163] that the second moment of a Voronoi cell is closely lower bounded by that of the hypersphere having the same dimension and volume. The second moment of the Voronoi cell of L(G G G t ) represents the average total TxPSD of the VP-based transmitter having the input alphabet of U/φ and no amplitude scaling, which was formulated in [163] as follows:
Given the channel characteristics of commercial DSL systems (e.g. Fig. 4 ), we may observe that the associated channel matrices are quasi-orthogonal (thus diagonally-dominant) over the low frequencies, but this quasi-orthogonality is eroded for the channel matrices above the bandwidth of the G.fast generation in operation at the time of writing. Therefore, the corresponding Voronoi cells are orthotope-like for the low-frequency multi-pair channels and hyperspherelike for the high-frequency ones. For the channel matrices in the high-frequency range, we extend the empirical result of [163] hypothetically by assuming that the mapping region of VP is a hypersphere, 13 in which case the equality holds in (58) . Since the hypersphere is perfectly isotropic, each VPencoded symbol x t k of the same tone t will have an identical share of the total TxPSD E{ x x x t 2 }| VP . Given that A A A t is a scalar matrix in (51) , the per-pair TxPSD of the VP encoded symbol vector may be characterized by:
If we disregard the modest effect of the modulo-encoderrelated power penalty ρ t and invoke the identity matrix A A A t = I I I for scaling, then we can compare each vectoring scheme's mapping behaviour graphically using the mapping regions of Fig. 18 . For all vectoring schemes except for the VP based one, the output of the symbol encoder is distributed over some parallelogram-shaped region. The shape of the parallelogram depends on the front-end filter matrix (e.g. F F F of Fig. 19 ). For the VP based vectoring scheme, the mapping region constitutes a hexagon-shaped Voronoi cell in this example. The Voronoi cell of a higher dimensional lattice becomes a general convex polytope, whose exact geometry may be computed using the algorithms of [224] or [225] . However, these algorithms have prohibitively high complexity, hence they are not suitable for vectoring.
B. SPECTRUM BALANCING ALGORITHMS 1) HISTORICAL NOTE
Conventional spectrum balancing strategies are conceived for isolated level-2 DSM in legacy DSL systems. These strategies are largely based on approximations of the convex optimization approaches such as water-filling. In fact, [226] and later [227] established general duality principles between non-convex optimization problems in multi-carrier systems and their convex counterparts. More broadly, DSB approaches can be classified into two main categories:
• Centralized Algorithms: Relying on complete CSI knowledge, the DP can employ centralized DSB strategies to achieve optimal spectrum balancing (OSB [228] ). Due to the high complexity of OSB in the face of high-dimensional systems, subgroup-based [229] and iteration-based [230] , [231] OSB were proposed. The family of centralized algorithms will constitute competitive candidates for the next generation, because they can achieve optimal or near-optimal sum rate. However, they have the main disadvantage of being complicated to reconfigure, if the spectral load has to be adjusted due to unexpected IN strikes.
• Distributed Algorithms: Mainly used in legacy systems dispensing with vectoring prior to VDSL2, distributed DSB algorithms are typically outperformed by centralized ones, because each transmitting modem of the distributed regime can only optimize itself. The best known distributed algorithm is the iterative water-filling (IWF) scheme of [212] , [232] and by extension the selective IWF scheme of [213] . Distributed algorithms tend to have lower complexity (e.g. the distributed DSB scheme of [233] ) than centralized ones, but the complexity of SSB is still the lowest. Additionally, autonomous algorithms [214] , [215] relying on a hybrid of centralized and iterative distributed approaches to OSB were shown to have comparable performance to the centralized algorithms in legacy DSL systems.
With respect to vectored DSL systems such G.mgfast and/or G.fast, the DSB paradigm becomes slightly more complicated. In essence, multi-level DSM employs both complex-valued (coordinated QAM signalling, i.e. vectoring) and real-valued (coordinated gain control, i.e. DSB) spectrum management strategies for achieving the optimal sum-rate of a multi-pair channel. From a holistic perspective, the optimal multi-level DSM scheme should ideally aim for jointly optimizing all operational layers defined in Table 3 , and for all known interferences [234] . The general multi-level DSM paradigm and its algorithms may be considered as follows depending on the transmission link direction:
• Upstream. In the upstream, a multi-pair DSL channel is effectively reduced to a diagonal interference channel, i.e. K independent single-pair channels with only background noise and no crosstalk, when either the linear ZF or the ZF-DFE MUD is invoked. In this case, DSB reduces to a trivial, water-filling-like power allocation. When (weighted-)MMSE crosstalk cancellation is used, the MUD itself becomes coupled with the inner spectrum balancing policy. In this case, a joint optimization is necessary.
• Downstream. In accordance with our discussion in Sec. V-A and unlike the case with the upstream, the MUPs can decouple a downstream multi-pair channel to independent single-pair channels, but the inner spectrum balancing policy retains the cross-correlation among all of the copper pairs (cf. Sec. V-A2). In this case we may choose to fix the MUP's configuration and subsequently optimize the inner spectrum balancing policy (for the ZF criterion, cf. Sec. V-A1). Alternatively, we may also jointly optimize the MUP and the spectrum balancing policy (for the MMSE criterion).
For the general system model presented in Sec. V-A, each transmitted QAM symbol exhibits an average TxPSD E{|x t k | 2 } that depends on the power allocation P t k for all k = 1, 2, . . . , K of the same tone t. Therefore, we will mainly consider centralized DSB algorithms. Furthermore, due both to the non-convexity of VMR computation (which is required for per pair TxPSD and per pair ATP characterization) and to the paucity of literature for joint LRMUP-DSB, we shall use the greedy heuristic bit loading algorithm based on [223] , [235] as an extension of the provably optimal singlepair case of [236] for fairly assessing the performances of the vectoring schemes. At the time of writing, we have not found successful application of the duality principle of [226] , [227] to overcome the non-convexity associated with lattice reduction. As shown in [237] , using the result of the convex optimization as an initial solution is capable of improving the efficiency of the subsequent heuristic algorithm. However, the application is limited to one-dimensional optimization with respect to a single-pair multitone scenario, and extending the approach to 2D remains an open problem. Motivated readers are encouraged to consult [18] for an in-depth survey of the DSB algorithms conceived for DSL transceivers.
2) GREEDY SEARCH AIDED ALGORITHM Greedy search based techniques applied to global optimization problems in general do not necessarily lead to the optimal solution. However, for single-pair multi-tone systems, a greedy search based bit loading algorithm has been proven to be optimal. In this section we will use the extended approach of [223] for the multi-pair multi-tone case. Let F(b t k ) denote the power required for meeting a given BER target, when transmitting at b bits/symbol on tone t of pair k. The Extended Zanatta-Filho algorithm of [223] consists of a pair of consecutive bit-removal phases obeying (41) and (42), respectively. For the first phase, EZF seeks to comply with the TxPSD mask on each tone. The message symbols of all tones are assigned the maximum number of bits b max and the corresponding power P t k = F(b max ) ∀t, k. When using precoding, each transmitted symbol exhibits an average TxPSD of E{|x t k | 2 } that can be computed, given the knowledge of the power assignment policy P P P t and the precoder, which we will formulate in Section V-A2. On a given tone t, if the TxPSD constraint is not fully satisfied, EZF will find the specific pair, where the highest TxPSD occurs, which is formulated as k max = arg max k (E{|x t k | 2 }). For the pair k max , the particular pair k * where removing one bit from b t k * would have caused the largest reduction of E{|x t k max | 2 } is selected, and one bit is subtracted from b t k * . The power assignment policy for that tone t is then updated accordingly and the new maximum TxPSD based on the updated power assignment policy will be handled in a similar way, until the maximum TxPSD of tone t finally obeys the mask. The first phase of EZF iteratively continues to make such reductions, until E{|x t k | 2 } ≤ P t is achieved ∀t, k.
The second half of EZF will seek to comply with the ATP requirement, as detailed in Alg. 3. Starting with the bit loading results gleaned from the first phase, Alg. 3 will then find the specific linek max associated with the largest ATPk max = arg max k T t=1 E{|x t k | 2 }. It will then seek to find b t * k * , where removing one bit would have caused the largest reduction of T t=1 E{|x tk max | 2 }. These steps are repeated until the ATP constraint is finally satisfied on all lines.
VI. BENCHMARK COMPARISONS
In this section, we present comparative simulation results for the benchmark MUP algorithms present in Fig. 10 . Their performance will be characterized in terms of the SER and the sum rate. It is worth noting that the results presented in this section only characterize the performances under the particular set of channel measurements portrayed in Fig. 4 . However, for channel measurements taken with other DSL Algorithm 2 TxPSD-Limited Bit Removal binders of the same type and physical parameters, the performance fluctuations should be minimal.
A. LEVEL-3 MUP PERFORMANCE
In order to compare the performance of each MUP for transmission over the DSL binder having frequency domain channels characterized by Fig. 4 , we simulate the average SER of the multi-pair system having SSB for level-2 DSM, versus the average ATP per pair, using the system configuration of Table 6 . A power constraint is invoked by normalizing the TxPSD to the peak value of the elements of x x x t for ensuring that the constraint is satisfied for all pairs and for each transmission. A quantitative discussion of optimized joint-level DSM will be presented in the next section regarding the sum rate achieved. Fig. 24 demonstrates the SER performance of the vectoring schemes over the expanded 212 MHz G.fast channel profile assuming that the DP as the downstream transmitter has perfect CSI knowledge. The performance of classic linear precoding schemes and the THP schemes, as well as of the LRMUPs is compared. It is clearly seen in Fig. 24 that the best SER achieved by the conventional precoding schemes (THP) is approximatley 8 times higher than the worst-case performance of LRMUP (LR-ZFP) at the recommended operating point [72] of 4 dBm per-pair ATP. At the relaxed 8 dBm perpair ATP operating point, the SER of conventional precoding is ten times higher than that of the LRMUP. The gain of the linear MMSE precoding over the plain ZFP becomes most prominent at low to medium SNRs, which exceeds that of the LR-ZFP at the ATP of −8 dBm or lower. The sorted THP scheme is seen to be the most advantageous one at medium SNRs, outperforming the ZF-THP. However, the gain of these (SSB-based) linearly improved schemes is insignificant compared to that of lattice reduction. Fig. 25 compares the robustness of the conventional precoding schemes and their lattice reduction aided counterparts in the face of CSI estimation errors, when the vectoring mechanism of Fig. 7 is invoked under the assumption that the forward signalling channel is perfectly time-invariant. The approximate lattice precoding schemes significantly outperform their counterparts operating without lattice reduction. Additionally, it is also apparent that the LR-THP and VP both exhibit high robustness against imperfect CSI estimation, whilst all the other precoding schemes suffer from a substantial SNR loss, as well as from a high SER floor above 10 −3 . However, the LR-ZFP achieves the same SER performance as the ZF-THP at the 4 dBm operating point, even if the DP has access to perfect transmit CSI knowledge in the case of the ZF-THP. We should note that the CSI estimation error is due to a variety of other sources in practical systems in addition to the quantization error characterized by Fig. 26 , including amongst others the influence of impedance mismatching, when quantifying the multi-pair DSL binder's transfer functions relying on the classic transmission line theory. Moreover, the realistic imperfect vectoring feedback channel further aggravates the effects of CSI estimation error.
It has been shown in [136] that more advanced linear MUP schemes, such as the one proposed and investigated in [135] , may become capable of outperforming the ZF-THP at certain operating points associated with moderate degrees of CSI estimation error, subject to an optimized level-2 DSB policy. This is not observed for the operating point defined in this section based on the standard operations described in both Section II-B2 and [25] , due both to the potential difference in the measured channel and to the lack of optimized multi-level DSM in this section. Additionally, we also recommend further investigations of the practical operating point regarding the tolerable degree of CSI imperfection in G.mgfast systems. On the other hand, the seemingly surprising result showing the superiority of linear MUP over the classic ZF-THP reported in [136] was considered to be due to the fact that the ZF-THP as a greedy scheme (i.e. first user gets the best performance) is susceptible to instability, therefore it is more sensitive to imperfect CSI in the face of illconditioned multi-pair channel. This observation is consistent with our comparisons and it is explained in the beginning of Section III-C2. In particular, this has led to the conception of stability-improvement schemes such as the sorted THP and the LR-THP. Furthermore, the authors of [238] demonstrated that LR-aided MMSE-SIC, which is the MUD counterpart of the MMSE variant of the LR-THP, may be configured for improving the robustness of its conventional counterpart dispensing with LR. 
B. MULTI-LEVEL DSM PERFORMANCE
Perfect DP-side CSI knowledge is assumed for the performance characterization of multi-level (joint level-2 and level-3) spectrum management. In Fig. 26 , the throughput per pair is shown for each MUP. The greedy bit loading technique of Alg. 2 and Alg. 3 is invoked under the bit cap of b max = 14 and 4 dBm ATP limit per pair, under the standard TxPSD mask defined in [72] . The SSB policy employed by the LRMUPs constrains their degree of freedom. Thus their performance is compromised as a result of the associated worst-case dominance. However, using the LR-ZFP under the SSB policy will still increase the binder's total sum rate by 6% over that of the plain ZFP using greedy bit loading. Under the general assumption that the DSL channel is quasi-static, the long-term complexity of the LR-ZFP will be identical to that of the plain ZFP, since the additional complexity of initialization can be ignored. Fig. 27 quantifies the average bit-loading over all pairs per tone for each MUP. As indicated by the channel quality degradation characterized in Fig. 4 and Fig. 16 , the number of supported bits drops at high frequencies for all MUPs. We note that the sum rate of the idealized VP, where the VMR is a perfect hypersphere, is slightly higher than that of the DSB-aided ZF-THP, even though the former does not rely on DSB policy. Even though the hypersphere VMR and subsequently the ideal performance of VP is not achievable in reality, it may be practically achievable using the optimal lattice coding strategy for IFP.
Additionally, it has been identified in Section III-C3 that the only loss of the optimized ZF-THP is the 0.255 bps/Hz 'shaping loss' at high SNRs. However, the influence of the 'modulo loss' becomes significant particularly for the low SNR range as depicted in Fig. 14 and also reported in [223] . At low SNRs, the precoding loss is also considerably higher due to the lower admissible constellation size whose effect has been investigated in Section V-A. Under these considerations, the sum rate achieved by the LR-THP relying on SSB is 4.5% lower than that of the ZF-THP. However, it was discovered in [42] that an alternative MUP whose VMR overlaps with that of the LR-THP achieves the same near-optimality as the optimized ZF-THP. More interestingly, as portrayed in Tab. 7, if all MUPs employ the SSB policy, then the achievable sum rate of the LR-ZFP becomes marginally higher than that of the ZF-THP, despite the fact that the former has lower run-time complexity. However, we should note that this observation heavily relies on the goodness of the (reduced-)lattice basis in the multi-dimensional signal space, which is in practice dependent on the channel's profile.
Finally, the influence of SDN-aided cross-ISP vectoring is demonstrated in Tab. 7, given that the minimum-complexity SSB policy is used. Assuming that the two vectored groups of five subscribers each from two individual ISPs treat each other as alien FEXT in the case of LLU, we may observe a sum rate boost of upto 86% from employing cross-ISP vectoring. Moreover, both approximate lattice precoding schemes attain a higher net gain in sum rate than their standard counterparts operating without lattice reduction.
VII. PRACTICAL LESSONS A. COMPLEXITY VS. PERFORMANCE
Shannon's channel capacity quantifies the maximum mutual information associated with a single channel use. When the sum rate associated with multiple DMT symbol durations is considered, the effective channel capacity must be evaluated with respect to the processing delay of the MUP algorithms as well. Firstly, the initialization overhead associated with the LLL lattice reduction algorithm and other channel matrix factorization operations such the QR decomposition does not affect the processing delay of the MUP during run-time, and the overhead itself may be deemed affordable on average (i.e. polynomial 14 ) . Secondly, their operations may be expedited by invoking parallel algorithms, such as the parallel sphere encoder of [200] . This is also conceptually the approach taken both by the K -best [186] and by the fixed complexity sphere decoding (FSD) [239] algorithm, as well as by the parallel THP algorithms of [240] , [241] . Additionally, parallel computing can also be used for pipelining the lattice reduction algorithm [242] , [243] . However, we should note that these reduced-complexity variants are generally suboptimal compared to their original sequential counterparts, because the former typically ignores a sizeable part of the solution set that has a low probability of containing the global optimum. Nonetheless, even though for low-dimensional systems the performances of low-complexity algorithms match those of their original counterparts sufficiently well, the trade-off must be reinvestigated for large-scale systems.
B. THE NEAR-FAR PROBLEM
Since the telecommunications industry has developed according to a demand-driven model, the design philosophy of access networks is gradually shifting from the networkcentric paradigm to user-centric [87] , [244] , where the main focus becomes quality of experience (QoE) rather than the conventional QoS [245] . From a user-centric perspective, the access network must be capable of providing satisfactory data rate and high reliability for each user, subject to their individual QoE requirement. However, due to the different wire-length of each user in the wireline access network, providing good QoE for all users is a challenging task in the face of the near-far problem.
The detrimental effect of the near-far problem in DSL networks mainly results in the violation of the user fairness. Recall from Fig. 2 that each customer premise and hence the CPE is generally located at a different distance from the G.fast DP. Given the propagation characteristics we discussed in Section II-A, the signals of the users who are far away from the DP are often overwhelmed by those of the users that are closer. The overall performance associated with mixed binder length is typically much worse than that of fixed-length binder due to the worst-case dominance effect. Furthermore, as demonstrated by the results of [137] , the performance gap between different MUPs is sometimes also affected by the mixed binder length. The typical solution to the near-far problem in wireless communications is to eliminate the interference with the aid of SIC. However, this solution cannot be readily applied in DSL networks because unlike the mobile terminals in wireless networks, the CPEs cannot be relocated to improve user fairness.
It was shown in [42] that lattice reduction based preprocessing can be used for improving the fairness guarantee of the THP-like approach. In particular, this may be interpreted as the equalization of the channel matrix eigenvalues, representing the balanced CIR of each user. However, the drawback of the LR-aided approach is that the users having good CIRs must sacrifice their performance for the sake of fairness. From a user-centric perspective, multiple lattice basis associated with the channel matrix may be stored so that the precoding matrix may be adjusted based on the predicted QoE requirement.
C. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 1) SYSTEM IMPERFECTIONS
Approaching the multi-pair multi-tone channel capacity characterized by DPC requires instantaneous and non-causal knowledge of the communication environment, including both the channel matrices and the highly-coloured noise. Practical DSL transceiver units suffer from the following problems:
• Imperfect MUP Design. Firstly, the imperfect transmit CSI obtained via the standard vectoring feedback loop of Fig. 7b causes violation of the ZF signal reception criterion and therefore it results in residual crosstalk. Additionally, the classic THP-aided non-linear vectoring [76] considered by the DSL community is susceptible to instability in the face of imperfect transmit CSI. Hence the THP-based multi-level DSM was outperformed by linear multi-level DSM in the case of [136] . On the other hand, the performance of LR techniques is dependent upon the numerical precision of the LR algorithm, even though our comparisons have shown that perfect LR may improve the robustness of non-linear MUPs.
In particular, the numerical stability of certain versions of the LLL algorithm was studied in [191] . Characterizing the realistic performance of non-linear MUPs, including that of the optimal sphere-encoder, requires further research.
• Imperfect Noise Estimation. Secondly, the sum rate achieved by vectored transmission is strongly influenced by the noise level and distribution. The majority of the existing multi-level DSM research assumes the noise to be white, which consists of the typical AWGN plus a noise margin reserved for the worst-case noise bursts. Naturally, a conservative design philosophy will lead to suboptimal performance. Specifically, the capacity of the multi-channel system is underestimated due to the overestimated average noise power. Since all residual interference may be considered as noise, e.g. alien crosstalk, RFI and IN, it is challenging to construct an accurate model of the exact noise statistics. As we will discuss in the following section, bursty noise constrains the potential adoption of multi-level DSM because of the associated retrain cost. Consequently, learning the noise statistics may improve the overall performance of DSL wireline networks. In particular, hybrid ARQ-based IN protection protocols may become adaptive to the noise environment, and the latency associated with retransmissions may be reduced. In contrast to the typical multilevel DSM which involves only level 2 and level 3, a holistic design that combines all three levels, with the addition of level 1 error control, may result in significantly better performance than what has been achieved with conventional multi-level DSM.
2) RETRAIN COST
So far we have assumed that the vectoring control protocol of Section II-B2 only has to be invoked once at the initialization stage to train the VCE, which will then continue to operate for multiple DMT symbol durations. This is in general not a strong assumption concerning the quasi-static nature of DSL channels. However, there exist other factors, which can substantially change the frequency response of a particular DSL binder, such as physically moving or bending the binder at some midpoint. Since DSL binders are normally placed overhead as drop wires or buried underground, the probability of these events are slim. Therefore, the cost associated with retraining the VCE for updating the CSI knowledge does not generally constitute a performance bottleneck. However, for the 424 MHz G.mgfast profile, we should note that the number of tones is over 8,000 [2] . In this case, the total initialization overhead associated with LLL reduction may potentially exceed the acceptable processing delay for initialization. However, as implied by Fig. 16 , LLL reduction is only required for frequencies above 90 MHz. Furthermore, the average complexity of the LLL algorithm and that of the QR decomposition are both of a polynomial order, the latter of which is the mandatory preprocessing for the THP. Therefore, the practicality of the LRMUP is comparable to that of the THP as non-linear MUP candidates.
On the other hand, due to the DSL's susceptibility to the stochastic IN and RFI, the DSB policy that only specifies the AWGN PSD and a static noise margin has to be frequently updated in practice. The SRA protocol is an existing solution, which is capable of providing a real-time DSB policy update without requiring VCE retraining. However, the complexity associated with the optimization of DSB may become a performance bottleneck in the face of IN and RFI. For this reason, the low complexity of the SSB policy is favourable. As shown in Section VI-B, the idealized VP relying on the SSB policy has a similar performance to that of the THP relying on optimized DSB. Therefore, using an optimallytuned low-complexity sphere encoder aided VP may potentially become the capacity-achieving solution for vectored DSL in the future.
3) COMPATIBILITY
We will consider both the backward compatibility with current DSL standards such as G.fast and VDSL2, as well as the forward compatibility with future standards following our vision for the wireline access network. In general, the compatibility problem occurs as a consequence of the multistandard operation of DSL. As investigated in [147] , using the THP in a system mixed with 20% linear receivers does not significantly downgrade the performance compared to the ideal THP transceiver structure of Fig. 13 . Since the modulo receivers are commonly used by both the THP and the LRMUPs, the negative impact of legacy linear receivers on the performance of large-scale deployment of non-linear MUP is modest. For the new hardware requirement at the DP side, we have justified that the non-linear optimization block of VP can be incorporated as a simple attachment into the widely deployed ZFP-like architecture. Therefore, the operational expenditure associated with VP should be moderate compared to the alternative non-linear MUP architectures. This is due to the fact that the VP based transmitter is fully compatible with the existing linear MUP, hence its linear front end and the non-linear optimizer can be maintained or replaced independently.
To overcome the bandwidth efficiency limit of the stateof-the-art DSL deployment in preparation for the next generation access network paradigm, the architecture of the current wireline access network has to be fundamentally refined. In this case, the forward compatibility issue results in a twofold CAPEX trade-off. Firstly, based on the investigation of [26] , fibre placement should be prioritized in areas where the CAPEX associated with FTTdp and that of FTTH is comparable. This route requires the corresponding deployment of fibre-based CPEs. Secondly, if FTTH is significantly more expensive than FTTdp, then the unexplored signalling modes of DSL binders should be employed. In general, utilizing the TDSL transmission mode (Section II-A) hidden within the existing DSL binders requires modifications of the critical components of the state-of-the-art CPE hardware, such as adding THz antennas and RF down converters. However, the phantom mode signalling is at the moment a wellestablished technology, even though it is not widely exploited in the industry yet. For these reasons, the CAPEX incurred by CPE modifications and last mile fibre placement should be carefully assessed and compared.
VIII. CONCLUSION
For the forthcoming metallic wireline broadband access network standard G.mgfast, and the converged wireline-wireless network paradigm beyond 5G, the ultimate optimality of both the wireless and the wireline access networks must be achieved. This vision imposes challenges on the wireline communications community, because wireline access networks are used for the ultra high speed and URLLC as the backhaul of the next generation wireless access network.
In this survey, we presented an overview of the state-ofthe-art DSL technologies, as well as of the emerging solutions for future wireline network architectures. More specifically, we investigated the dominant challenge of FEXT precancellation in DSL wireline access networks. For the enhanced vectoring approach, we found that lattice reduction significantly improves the performance of conventional MUPs at a modest extra complexity during run-time, under the general assumption that DSL channels are perfectly time-invariant. Furthermore, our performance assessment of the MUPs indicates that the gain achieved by LRMUP does not necessarily rely on complex DSB strategies. For particular channel conditions, the performance of a low-complexity MUP having lattice reduction may be better than a higher complexity one having no lattice reduction. This phenomenon is observed in our performance assessment for the LR-ZFP and the ZF-THP. However, as we have mentioned, the optimal multi-user algorithm is always a potential solver for the NP-hard exact CVP problem. Finding the most efficient exact CVP solver, which should preferably have an average case sub-exponential (or lower) complexity order, is still an open problem in active research. Solving this will be crucial for large-scale (e.g. 100-pair binder) implementation of the phantom mode DSL.
Finally, under the general trend of network unification, we found that (SDN-aided) cross-ISP vectoring allows more efficient exploitation of the multi-dimensional signal space and it nearly doubles the sum rate in a two-ISP LLU scenario. Furthermore, SDN and NFV also support low-cost realization of fibre-level performance over copper, thanks to the recent discovery of 'hidden' signalling modes using the existing telephony-based DSL binders. However, employing these promising new signalling modes requires considerable amount of physical modelling in future research, and the associated CPE modification cost should be carefully compared against that of FTTH for different geographical regions.
